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+------------ - ------- - ---------- ----+------- --+ 
I 
I SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
I 
+- -- --------- --

The HP- mainframe set is 
circuits shown below: 

CHIP SET: 

1 lLF2 CPU 
3 
1 
4 

The CPU and drivers are 
PC board. The ROM 

I 
I CHAPTER 1 
I 

--+--------- ---+ 

of the 4 custom CMOS 

mounted on the of the 
and 4 are 

mounted on the I PC board. Connection to the 4 in 
the front of the and the 
machine is made via the PCB. 
the PC board. 

The CPU (lLF2) is an arithmetic 
of both HEX and BCD arithmetic. 

bus with a 
internal word size of bits. 

lines) with 
(12 lines). 

used to form the HP
used to drive 

The three drivers 
( annunciators) d 

HP-IL in the 
The card reader 

oriented 
The lLF2 

back of the 
connects to 

an 

External 

) drive the 8 row column 
One of these 3 acts as the 

master. The 
reference. and the 

the d clock, the 

(slaves). There 
that controls the 

1-1 

the other two di 
on the master 

of the 
of 

illator 
timers are used 

The master 
sensor that is used 
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ch 
RAM 

driver RAM 
RAM modules 
Each 
is stored in one 
at 00000. in ROM modules contain 

ROMs. For information on 
ion see section 2.2. 

addressed 
to 4 hard 

hard and soft 
or soft 
address 

The HP
can be 

The 

on power down or wake up 

The 

with the 

fl'om either the 
AC 

For information 

while batteries 
mode. 

1-2 

-
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+------- ----------------------------------+ -------- -+ 

BUS CHAPTER 2 

+----- ------- ------------- -----------------+- ----------------+ 

2.1 

The 

4 
1 
1 
1 
1 

section describes the 
Also included is a 

address ,and the power 

Bus Structure 

bus structure, , 
descr ion of the bus commands, 
down and wake up sties. 

bus consists of 8 lines 

BUS[O:3] data lines, CPU or devices. 
( ) - driven 

( ) - the CPU. 
VDD 
GROUND 

ins may have two additional lines: 

1 DAISYIN-
1 DAISYOUT from device, may be tied 

to next device's DIN 

NOTE A '*' before a s name denotes true 

2.1.1 General Protocol 

is driven the CPU and serves to ize all bus 
transfers. It is not a true clock since it can remain 
inactive for several while the CPU is internal 

ions. All addres s , data, and bus commands are ·i.rans ferred 
on the BUS[O:3J. The BUS[O:3] is driven low either 
the CPU or the device the CPU is access This data is latched 

the CPU low or the rece device on the 
ris of 

All bus ions are ini tj.ated The CPU starts a 
ific transfer on the bus the line low before 
goes low. While and the CPU drives a bus 

command on the BUS[O:31 and all devices latch the 
command on the ris of This strobe is referred to as 

2-1 
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a command strobe. 
ies the 

unt il another 
or address is be 
while is h 

The bus command a command strobe 
that is to on each 

bus command is issued. At all t when data 
transferred is held A strobe issued 

is referred to as a a data strobe. 

2.1.2 Bus Commands 

The bus commands are: 

o NOP 

1 ID 

2 PC READ 

3 DP READ 

4 PC WRITE 

5 DP WRITE 

All devices 
is loaded. 

until a new command 

unconf device that has its DAISY-
sends its 5-nibble ID on the 
data strobes, start with the 

low- order nibble of the ID. 

(PC)->BUS or read us the Counter 
(PC). The device addressed program 
counter sends data pointed to its local 
program counter on each data 
strobe and all devices increment their local 
program counters once each data strobe. A 

strobe follows the 
issuance of this bus command (see subsection 
2.1.4). 

) >BUS or read us the Data Pointer 
The device addressed its data 
sends data pointed to its local 

data pointer on each data strobe 
and all devices increment their local data 
pointers once each data strobe. A 
strobe immed follows the issuance of 

BUS->(PC) 
addressed 
data on the 

see subsection 2.1.4). 

or write us PC. The device 
its program counter loads the 

data strobes into the 
location its local program 
counter and a.1.1 devices increment their 
local program counter once each data stl'obe. 

BUS->(DP) 
addressed 
on the 
location 

write us DP. The device 
data pointer loads the data 

data strobes into the 
to its local data 

pointer and all devices increment their 
local data pointer once each data strobe. 

2 2 

-
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6 LOAD PC 

7 LOAD DP 

8 CONFIGURE 

9 UNCONFIGURE 

A POLL 

B Reserved 

C BUSCC 

D Reserved 

E SHUTDOWN 

F RESET 

BUS->PC or load PC. All devices load the 
data on 5 data strobes their 
local program counter, with the 
low-order nibble. After all 5 nibbles are 
transferred the command code is 
automat to a 2, PC READ (see 
subsection 2.1.3). 

BUS->DP or load DP. All load the 
data on 5 data strobes into their 
local data pointer, start with the low
order nibble. After all 5 nibbles aro 
transferred the command code is 
automat to a 3, DP READ (see 
subsection 2.1.3) 

The 
IN h 

that has its DAISY-
5 data nibbles 

into its 
with the low-order 

line 

immed 
command. 

section 2.5). 

The device 

addressed 
itself. 

CONFIGURE 
local 

service 
next 

data pointer a 

its data 
The device 

and ID bus 
must 

an 

one data 
low (see 

as defined the individual device. 

When the CPU has received a SHUTDN instruc-
tion it issues this command and 
its oscillator. Each device 

turns off 
based 

to this on its own special irements 
command (see section 2. 

All devices reset 
(if ) 
resets based 

s. 

2 

their conf 
and 

on their 

ion 
other 

own 
local 
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2.1.3 Command Auto-Switch 

There exists one special ~nse in which all devices 
current bus command. This is called 'auto"switch' 
fo the load of either the PC or the DP. On the 
of nibble of address has been loaded 
clear bit 2 of their command latch the bus 

a LOAD PC to PC READ or LOAD DP to DP READ. 

2.1.4 Strobe 

their 
and occurs 
ris 
all devices 

command from 

a PC READ bus command, a DP READ bus 
command, and a command auto-switch the CPU issues a ' strobe'. 
This strobe appears as a data strobe that no data is 
transferred this not ilJ.:rement their 
local address 
a full strobe 

2.2 Address 

sters. 
for the 

Each device on the HP
local program counter (PC) 
device is also either 

or 
address space 
reads and writes 
on the read or 
space. 

The HP-

memory devices 
first access and therefore allows data 

bus has two 20-bit address 
and a local data pointer 

addressed at a specific address 
located within 

to 
(PC or DP 

the 
data 

its address 

allows soft 
have address size from 
All devices are that the of the 
local address with the bits of 
the device's or soft). If these bits 
are identical, the devi.ce has an address match and will to 
read and write commands (and the and BUSCC commands if 

). Each device with a given address space size compares 
a given number of the bits of address. For , a 
device with an address space size of 1K or 2K nibbles 

11 bits of address leav the upper 9 bits for its 
ion 

2-4 
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2.2.1 Soft 

sources its 
the 5 data 
command 

ion 

device powers up When 
to the ID and CONFIGURE 

DAISYOUT low. A device's ID code is used 
device before it If a soft 

2 

its DAISYIN line , it 
the low-order nibble on 
the issuance of an ID 
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The 5-nibble ID code contains information on the device and 
the address space the device as defined below: 

NIBBLE 0 : the size of the address space and is 
d for memory and memory 

Nib 0 Size MM space 

F lK nibble nibbles 
E 2 
D 4 
C 8 
B 
A 
9 RAM) lK 
8 2K 
7 
6 
7 

NIBBLE 1 Reserved for future use. 

NIBBLE 2 Device 
0 RAM 
1 ROM 

2-E 
F 

NIBBLE 3 Device class--

unass 

I 0 HP-IL mailbox: 
l-F unass 

NIBBLE 4 bits 0-1 unass 
bit 2 Last in sequence. 

assumed h for MM 
bit 3 Last ch in module. 

Since the BUS[O:3] is low before each strobe, the CPU 
will read an 10 of all zeros if all devices are are 

but have DAISYIN low). For on how 
handles Software 

Volume 1. 

A soft device is ass its address 
the CONFIGURE command. If an device has its -.. 

2 
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DA1SYIN line it 
issued on the 5 data strobes 
command (low-order nibble first) 
A device may latch 

as determined its address space size. 

After be conf to either an 
1D or CONFIGURE command. conf device drives DA1SYOUT to 
the same level as DAISYIN. The DAISYOUT of one device may be 
tied to the DAISYIN of second device. In this way many devices may 
be in a way that be conf 

addresses. After 
next command strobe to set 

DA1SYOUT so that the 
be simultaneous 

A device may be 
bus command. The 

either a RESET or UNCONFIGURE 
all soft 

to an devices 
UNCONFIGURE command 
within its address 

2.2.2 Hard 

bus RESET 
the 

command 
A device 

its ion the DP is 

A hard device powers-up to a spec 
address. It will not 
command and a bus RESET will 
device has a DA1SYOUT, it is 
as its DAISYIN. 

to an 1D. CONFIGURE, or UNCONFIGURE 
not affect its If the 

2.3 Data Transfer 

All information 
devices in the 

that is transferred from 
(commands, addresses. and 

from the BUS[O:31 on 
transferred from system 
BUs[o:31 after the 

the ris of 
devices to the CPU is 

of (timed 

level 

the CPU to other 
data) is latched 

Data that is 
latched off the 

on the 

The CPU loads all devices' local address is a 
LOAD PC or LOAD DP bus command followed data strobes of 
address, least s nibble first. After the last nibble of 
address has been loaded all devices auto switch to a PC READ or DP 
READ bus command. The CPU may then read the contents of that 
address location i one strobe followed 1 to 
data strobes dur which the CPU latches the BUS[o:31 data. The 

2-7 
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CPU may read without first the local address 
a PC READ or DP READ, 

data strobes. The 
strobe, followed 

the BUS[O:31 low each 
goes low. Therefore if no device the 

CPU reads zeros. 

The CPU writes the contents of a speciflc addressed location 
It is not to load the local address 
before is PC WRITE or DP WRITE command. The 

write command is followed 1 to data strobes the 
addressed device latches the BUS[O:3] data. 

All devices 
data strobe 
read ion 

their local 

into another device. 
bus may read and write more than 

a~dress once each 
It is possible for a 

one device and cross the 
Future controllers on the 
nibbles at a time. 

Two other 
5-nibble read with 

is a 
transfers 
DAISYIN line 
section 2.5. 

of data transfers are 
no address load or 

write with no address 
that a device be 

ID, which is s a 
strobe, and CONFIGURE, 

load. Both these data 
and that the 

discussed in POLL is a un read and is 

2.4 Power down; Wake up 

The can be shutdown under software control. The 
CPU executes a SHUTDN hstruction a SHUTDOWN bus command 
and on the clock ( ) and its 
own oscillator. While in shutdown mode all data stored in RAM and 
CPU resident memory is 'rlhe CPU is out of 
shutdown mode either • or 

low. 

is driven low to wake up a device in 
the that needs service while the is shutdown mode. 
If a device wakes up the CPU and the CPU shuts down without 
satis its service the device will not wake up the CPU 

until its service has been satisfied and it needs 
service This avoids a situation where the 
does not know how to handle a device's service 
shutdown. For more information on pON"er down and wake up see 
section 3.5. 

2 
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2·5 Serv Poll 

If a device needs service 
until the CPU executes a 

or, if it has the 
(available at all 
issue a POLL bus command followed 
the CPU latches the BUS[0:3] data in 

every 

to the service 
Since the CPU 

goes low the 
devices' responses. 

ion 

data 

The fo HP- ch can the CPU and can 
a service POLL on the BUS 0:3] line shown: 

Device 

Driver 
HP-IL ch 

Bus line 

BUS[O] 
BUS[l] 

Reason for Service 

Timer underflow. 
Data Avail; 
Pwr-on Reset; 

it must 

to 

Card Reader BUS[2] FIFO servic Error condition. 

2 
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+- --------- ----------- ------------------+- - ._------------+ 
PROCESSOR CHAPTER 3 

+--------------------------- ----------- ----+---- -----------+ 

3.1 CPU Overview 

The 1LF2 
BCD math and 
is to fetch 

CPU is a propr CPU ized 
low power The CPU~s 
and execute micro instructions in sequence. 

it ies called "nibbles Addresses 
are 20 address space of The 
CPU busses with one or two busses 
act as the source and one or two as the 
destination. Data for either source bus can from the 

3.2 

Bus, CPU resident , or other CPU register. 
the ALU include , 's 

For ion 
4. entitled 

Pin Des ions 

The 1LF2 CPU's external 

in combination with the shifter 
, on up to 

the full CPU instruction set see 
ASSEMBLER INSTRUCTION 

are as follows: 

PIN FUNCTION 

VDD Power 

GND 

BUS[O:3] bus. 

3-1 
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IR[O: 

OR [0: 11] 

HALT 

NIF 

OSC1,OSC2 

ECE 

CIO 

DRI 

ENP 

VCO 

VCI 

Note that 

INPUT REGISTER - For and 

OUTPUT REGISTER - For and 

HALT - When asserted , the CPU 
instruction, tristates the Bus, 

lines and waits in a until 
HALT low . The Bus is held pass 
low, and 

NEXT INSTRUCTION FETCH - Goes 
occurrence of the next 
the current 

INTERRUPT - When low the CPU 
the current instruction, 

the PC onto the of the subroutine 
return stack, and initiates the 
routine. 

Oscillator used for LC connection. 

EXTERNAL CLOCK ENABLE - tied low on PC board. 

CLOCK - The oscillator 
is driven out on 

DRIVE when the CPU is dr the Bus, 
low if the CPU is sens or tristated. 

ENABLE POWER SUPPLY - Tied low on PC board. 

VOLTAGE CONTROL OUT Not used. 

VOLTAGE CONTROL IN - Not used. 

is available at all 
is available at all 

PORT1. The is not 
the DAISYIN 

the Card Reader 
available at all 

to form 
but also drives s to 

2 

-
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3.3 

There are two of 
transfers and arithmetic 

Control 

control. 

ic 

A 
B 
C 
D 

RO 
Rl 
R2 

CARRY 

POINTER 
DPOINTO 
DPOINTl 

PC 
RETURN STACK 

STATUS 
HW. STATUS 

l-bit 

20-bits 
20-bits 

20-bits 
20-bits 

OUTPUT 12-bits 
INPUT 

3.3.1 and Scratch 

on the CPU; those used for data 
ions, and those used for program and 

- I register 
register 
register - I register 
register 

Scratch 
Scratch register 
Scratch 
Scratch 
Scratch 

set arithmetic ions 
and tests 

Pointer 
Address 
Address 

Counter 

ter 
ter 

8 level subroutine stack 

All arithmetic ions are us the 4 
A, B. C, and D. Data 
with the A and C ters. 

3 

transfers are 
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are used to hold the contents 
of The lower 20 bits of scratch 

for 
are not 

3.3.1.1 Field Selection 

Subfields of the registers may be us 
field selection. The possible field selections range from the 
entire to any s nibble of the 
subfields are des for use in BCD calculations and others are 
des 

3.3.2 

for use 

P 
\.]p 

XS 
X 
S 
M 
B 
W 
A 

lsi 

in data ion and data access. 

FIELD SELECTION FIELDS 

pointed at p 

- Mantissa s 
Mantissa 

or 
- Whole word 

Address field 

Nibbles of 

s 

field 

:12:11:10: 9: 8: 7: 6: 5: 4: 3: 2: 1: 0 

IXSI<-B->I 

1<----- --- M -----
1<---- A ----->1 
---->1< - X ->1 

1<-- ------ --- --- W ---- >1 

Bit 

when a arithmetic is 
calculation, such as or 

! it is set if the calculation overflows or 
if it a arithmetic test, such 

as two ~ it is set if the test is 
true and cleared if it is not. 

3-4 
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Po isters 

The Data Pointer registers, DO and D1, 
addresses for all external data transfers. 

TheP 
with the 

3.3.4 

is used in Field 

Counter and Return Stack 

the source 

ions 

The program counter to the next instruction to be 
executed the CPU. It can be accessed us 
and return ions. 

The current value of the program counter is automat 
onto the 8-level subroutine return stack when a 
is executed or an occurs. A 20-bit is 

off the return stack into the program counter 
return instruction is executed. The return stack can also 

Status Bits 

Additional program 
Status and 
Status bit can be 

The 
indicate the state 

Status bits 
software, and may be 

use of the ) and pop (C=RSTK) 

is the 
Hardware Status 

-bit 

set, reset, and tested. 

the 

available to 
as the ST 

Each 

bits 

The four Hardware Status bits are set not cleared) 
hardware-related events, and must therefore be cleared beforehand 
in order to detect a icular occurrence. are 
accessible The Module Pulled bit ) is set when a 
module is or added to the machine. The St Bit (SB) 
is set when a non-zero bit or shifts off the end of a 

as the result instruction, or the 
nibble of a is non-zero to 

circular instruction. The Service bit 
is set as a result of a response to the instruction (see 
section 2.5). The external Module Miss bit is set execution 

5 
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ion). Since the BUS[O:3] is 
the CPU will receive a RTNSXM instruction if no 

to a PC READ bus command. 

PROGRAM STATUS: 

Bits 

thru 12 
11 thru 0 

Indicate state of system 

HARDWARE STATUS: 

Bit 

3.3.6 

The 
purpose 

3 
2 
1 
0 

- ... _---

MP 
SR 
SB 
XM 

programs, may be 
as the ST 

4 bits 

Name 

Module Pulled 
Service 

Bit 
External Module Miss 

the 

and a 12-bit 

Data read from the ter 
levels sensed on the lines, IR[O: 
lines are pass held low so that if an line is not driven 
a zero level will be sensed. Data written to the 
is driven onto the 12 lines OR[O:ll]. 

The 
matrix. 
The 
most s 
the 
4.4.2). 

The lines 
lines IR[O: ] 

of the 

are used to form the 
OR :3] drive the 4 

can be 
line is 
result in an 

When one 
low, the 

of the 8 lower order bits of the 
ster line will be act 

3 

columns. The 
is dedicated to 

(see section 
shorted to its 

-
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(see section 

then pass held low. This limits the 
deterministic state when 

levels and are shorted. 
shorted when 2 or more in the same column 

the same time. This will result 
bit of the 

The 
are act at all times. 

ister lines OR[o:4] also drive the DAISYIN lines 
Dur the 

Data from 

its DAISYIN line 

drive the 
are obtained 

When data is read from an external into a 
CPU the lowest addressed nibble in the least s 
nibble of the register. For if the data shown below in 
memory is read into the us the C=DATl 4 
instruction, the data in the register will be as shown 
above. 

Location Value C 
-------- +---------------------- -+ 

1000 0 I 3 I 2 I 1 0 I 
1,)01 1 + ------- - -+ 
1002 2 3 2 1 0 

3 

also to constants into a CPU 
C, DO,or D1, since the CPU must read the constant 

from instruction memory. For the 
instruction LCHEX the and the C 

is loaded as shown above. 

3-7 
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3.3.8 Data in 

When data is to an external device, the 
CPU the s nibble of the in the 
first addressed nibble of the memory location. For , if the 
data shown above in the C register is written to memory us the 

DAT1=C 4 instruction, the data will be to memory as 
shown. 

3.5 

Modes 

All arithmetic ions, for those listed below, are 

ions are 

C+P+l 
DO:::::DO+ n 
Dl==Dl+ n 
P:::::P+l 

the HEX or DEC mode sett The mode is 
or SETDEC instruction. The 
in HEX s of the mode sett 

DO=DO- n 
Dl=Dl- n 
P:::P-l 

'fhe lLF2 CPU can be in the manners: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

If 

Short 
to the 

" ware 

the *INT line low 

bit 
the 

) . 

An line ) be 

the CPU 
onto the return stack 

start address of 
nibble of the PC). 

routine and are no 
(RTI) instruction is executed. 
a somewhat different manner 

current instruction; 
sets the PC to the 

F the 
upon 

until a Return 

a.nd is described -
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all 
may 

3·5.2 

bit of 

Once 

line low causes a non-maskable When 
the CPU enters the routine and disables 

a RTI issued all 
line even if it 

Hardware 

a 

instruct the least s 
is to This does not 

cannot be 
routine. 

RTI instruction has been issued the CPU 
this ter line or 

ister lines are low. The CPU can 
of the state of the 

cannot be 
others until 

as as a RTI instruction has been issued. 

3·5·3 

The CPU cannot be 

allocated to the 
any 

be disabled outside 
Ofr (INTOFF) instruction. and 

On (INTON) instruction. 

line 
until a RTI instruction is issued and all 

low. 

3 
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3.6 CPU Power-dow.l; Wake -up 

The CPU a mode. To 
in a SHUTDN instruction is issued. The 
the SHUTDOWN bus command and on the cycle, 
its own clock. All CPU res memory is 

In mode the CPU holds the Bus lines in the 
conditions as follows: 

BUS[O:3] a 
a 
a 

'l'he CPU is out of when either an 
line goes or the low. On wake-up 

the CPU starts it's clock and drives low with a Nap 
bus command. If the CPU detects that a severe low 
condition has occurred while it was in s • the PC is set to 
zero and hex mode arithmetic is asserted. A LOAD PC bus command is 
issued after the Nap and the current CPU PC is loaded into all 
devices' local PCs. At this point the standard instruction fetch 
sequence in initiated. If the CPU was the 

and are enabled a normal will occur 
the first instruction fetch. If a SHUTDN instruction is 

executed with the least s ificant bit of the 
(ORO) set at a" the CPU will , set its PC to 
zero, assert hex mode arithmetic, and send out the PC. 'I'his avoids 
a s ion where the CPU is shutdown and the cannot wake 
it up. 
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+ -------------- ------ -+----- - ----------+ 
ASSEMBLER INSTRUCTION SET CHAPTER 4 

+------------------ - -------

describes the 
mnemonics shown 

4.1 Instruction 

4.1.1 Labels and 

A label is 

statements. 
the two are used 

software 
with 

the HP-

-----+----------- --+ 

assembler instruction set. The 
are those provided the assembler 

team is available 
Almost all the mnemonics shown are 

ROM. 

a numeric value. A label 
in the label field of certain 

term for a label, and 

Labels are to six characters with the 
the characters comma (,), space () and 

the first character cannot be 
( , ) , left is. or 

A label may be an which 
declares the label to be an external An 
defined in one module may be referenced as an external 

module. Such references are resolved when t~e modules are 
Certain HP- assemblers, such as the 
have no associated linker and therefore do not 

In this case, any s is 

When a label is used as of an expression, are 
to delineate it. That is, ADl-10 is a label but )-10 

is a expression. 
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4.1.2 Comments 

A comment line with an asterisk (*) in column one, and may 
occur An in-line comment may with any non-blank 
character and must follow the modifier field of an instruction 
the if no modifier is ). 

4.1.3 sions 

Wherever an expression may appear in the modifier field of an 
instruction, it is the in the 
instruction ions below. sions consist of: 

EXPRESSION COMPONENTS 

Item 

decimal constants 

hexadecimal constants 

ascii constants 

label 

(expression) 

Two classes of 
contains a constant 
above rules. These are: 

'AB' 

(less than 00000) 

(3 or less characters) 
(3 or less characters) 

+ addition 
subtraction 

% 
11+ 

/ 

& and 
or 

Current program counter 

in the label field 
of an instruction 

Parenthesized expression 

a modifier field which 
that does not conform to the 

-
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a) constant which can exceed 3 characters 

4.1.4 

LCASC 'ascii' or 
LCASC 

NIBASC 'ascii' or 
NIBASC 

Unconditional Hex constant 

LCHEX 
NIBHEX 

Line 

The format below is the recommended column 
the assembler is "free and a 
delimit the different fields. A label. if 
column 2. 

1 8 
v 

label 

4.2 

In the 
these 

v v v 

comments 

ion of 

otherwise. In icular, note the 
various values encoded within the assembled 

however, 
space is to 

must start 

v 

assembler mnemonics, 
unless specified 

to indicate the 

a The hex used to encode the selection in 
the assembled of an instruction. See the 
Field Select Table in the next section for details. 

b The hex used to encode the field selection in 

d 

the assembled of an instruction. See the 
Field Select Table in the next section for details. 

The number of 
field. Used 

a field selection 
time 
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expr 

fs 

fsd 

hh 

hhhh 

hhhhh 

label 

m 

of some instructions. See the Field Select Table 
in the next section for details. When used in an 
extended field selection fsd, an expression 
which indicates the number of nibbles of the 
that will be affected the instruction, 
from the low-order nibble to -order nibbles. 

An expression that evaluates to an absolute or 
relocatable value, less than or 
to 5 nibbles in 

Field selection See the F Select Table 
in the next section for details. 

Extended field selection either 
a normal field selection fs, or an expression 
that the number of d of the 
that will be affected the instruction, 
from the low-order nibble to -order nibbles. 

hex constant, such as or F2. Within an 
the hex used to store the 

value of the expression in the in reverse 
order (see Data From ) . 

as Within an 
used to store the 

value of the expression in the in reverse 
order (see Data From ) . 

as Within an 
s used to store the 

value of the expression in the in reverse 
order (see Data From ) . 
A defined in the label field of an 

A one decimal constant 

n an expression that evaluates to a I-nibble 
value, unless specified otherwise. Within an , 

the hex d used to store the assembled 
value of the expression in the 

nn an expression that evaluates to a 2-nibble 
value, unless fied otherwise. Hithin an 

the hex used to store the assembled 
value of the expression in the 

nnnn an expression that evaluates to a ibble 
value, unless otherwise. Within an 

4 
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the hex us~d to store the assembled 
value of the expression in thp 

nnnnn s an expression that evaluates to a 5-nibble 
value, unless spec otherwise. an 

s the hex used to store the assembled 
value of the expression in the 

4.2.1 Field Select Table 

The are u~~d in the in~truct ions to 
denote the various possible field selections. 

two ways in which field selection is encoded in the 
ion. These two are shown in the 

and are des the letter 'a' or in the 
value in the mnemonic desc ions below 

FIELD SELECT TABLE 

Number 
of its 

Field Name and Des ion 
----_ .... --- .... ------------------

P Pointer Field. it specified 0 8 1 
P po register. 

WP Field. 1 9 

XS S Field. 2. 2 A 1 

X Field. 0 - 2. 3 B 3 

s S Field. it 4 c 1 

M Mantissa Field. D 3 5 D 12 

B Field. 0 - 1. 6 E 2 

W Word Field. All 7 F 

The above field selects share the same , with one 

4-5 
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nibble of the 
in the table. The 
specified a different 

and 
ions, 

calculations. 

the 'a' or' value as specified 
field select, however, is 

This has the effect of 
of field select 

address and 

4.3 Instruction Set Overview 

The pages br summarize 
refer to the 

the HP- instruction set. 
For further details 
follows this summary. 

Mnemonic Dict Hhich 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

4.3.3 

GOTO Instructions 

1 = Statement Label 

GOTO label Short unconditional branch 
GOC label Short branch if 
GONC label set 
GOLONG label 
GOVT~NG label GOTO 
GOYES label Short branch if test true 

follow a Test Instruction} 

GOSUB Instructions 

GOSUB label 
GOSUBL label 
GOSBVL label 

Subroutine 

RTN 
RTNSC 
RTNCC 
RTNSXM 
RTI 
RTNC 

Short transfer to subroutine 
GOSUB 

GO SUB 

Returns 

Unconditional return 
Return and set 
Return and clear 
Return and set XM 
Return and enable 
Return if set 

) 

-
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RTNNC 
RTNYES 

Return if no set 
Return if test true 

Test Instruct 

Test Instructions 

follow a 

All test must be followed with a GOYES or a RTNYES 
instruction. appear to be two statements. in fact 

4.3.4.3 

4.3.4.4 

to be one. Each test the bit when 
is set if the test is true, and cleared if' false. 

Tests 

r,s A.B,C or ,s)::: (C,D), ,C} 
fs Field Select 

?r=s fs 
fs 

?r=O fs 
Not 
Greater than 
Less than 

zero fs 
?r>s fs 
?r<s fs 
?r>=s fs 
?r<=s fs 

Greater than or equal 
Less than or 

P Pointer Tests 

o < n < 

?P= n Is P Po to n? 
n to n? 

Hardware Status Bit Tests 

?XM=O 
?SB=O to zero? 
?SR=O Service bit 
?MP=O Module Pulled bit 

Status Bit Tests 

0 < n < 15 

7 

to zero? 

to zero? 
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?ST=1 n 
?ST=O n 

n 
n 

Des 

Status n 
Status n 
Status not 
Status not 

Des 

to 11 
to O? 

to 11 
to 01 

4.3.5 P Pointer Instructions 

o n < 

P= n Set P Pointer to n 
P=P+1 Increment P Pointer~ ust 
P=P-1 Decrement P Pointer~ ust 
C+P+1 Add P Pointer one to A-field of C 
CPEX n P Pointer with n of C 
P=C n nibble n of C into P Pointer 
C=P n P Pointer into nibble n of C 

4.3.6 Status Instructions 

4.3.6.1 Status 

o <= n < 

ST=1 n 
ST=O n 
CSTEX 
C=ST 
ST=C 
CLRST 

Set Status n to 1 
Set Status n to 0 

X field of C with Status 0-11 
Status 0-11 into X field of C 
X field of C into Status 0-11 

Clear Status 0-11 

4.3.6.2 Hardware Status 

SB=O Clear St Bit 
SR=O Clear Service bit (see 
Mp::::O Clear Module-Pulled bit 
XM=O Clear External Module Miss bit 
CLRHST Clear all 4 Hardware Status bits 

-
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4.3.8 

4.3.10 
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SETHEX 
SETDEC 

C=RSTK 
RSTK=C 
CONFIG 
UNCNFG 
RESET 
BUSCC 
SHUTDN 
C=ID 
INTOFF 

INTON 

Control 

Set arithmetic mode to hexadecimal 
Set arithmetic mode to decimal 
Sets Service bit if service has 

has been C(O) shows what 
bit(s) are (if any) 

return stack into A-field of C 
Push A-field of C onto return stack 

Send Reset command to 
Send Bus command C 

CPU here (6 until ) 
ID into A-field of C 

Or,,..,, ... ,T. S ( doesn • t 

can Instructions 

OUT=C 
OUT=CS 
A=IN 
C=IN 

s 

AsEX 
CsEX 
A=s 
C=s 
s=A 
s=C 

RO ,R2. 

Data Pointer 

d = 00,01 

ion 

register to lower 4 nibbles of A 
register to lower 4 nibbles of C 

A 
C 

A 
C 

s 
s 
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1 <= n <= 
expr <= 5 nibbles 

AdEX Data d with A- of A 
CdEX Data d with A-field of C 
AdXS lower nibs of Data d with 

lower 4 nibs of A 
CdXS lower 4 nibs of Data d with 

lower 4 nibs of C 
d=A A-field of A to Data d 
d=C A- of C to Data d 
d=AS lower 4 nibs of A to lower 4 nibs 

of Data inter d 
d=CS lower nibs of C to lower 4 nibs 

of Data pointer d 
d=d+ n Increment Data d n 
d=d- n Decrement Data d n 
d=HEX hh Load hh into lower 2 nibs of Data d 
d=HEX hhhh Load hhhh into lower 4 nibs of Data d 
d=HEX hhhhh Load hhhhh into Data d 
d=(2) nn Load nn into lower 2 nibs of Data d 

(any overflow is ) 
d=(4) nnnn Load nnnn into lower of Data d 

overflow i 
d=(S) nnnnn Load nnnnn into Data (any overflow 

is ) 

4.3.11 Data Transfer 

fsd Field select fs, or d of ) . If d, then 
the starts at nibble 0 of the 

1 <= d <= 

A~~DATO fsd data from memory addressed DO into 
A, field selected 

C=DATO fsd data from memory addressed DO into 
C, field selected 

A=DAT1 fsd data from memory addressed 01 into 
A, selected 

C=DAT1 fsd data from memory addressed 01 into 
C, field selected 

DATO=A fsd data from A into memory addressed 
DO, field selected 

DATO=C fsd data from C into memory addressed 
DO, field selected 

DAT1:::A fsd data from A into memory addressed -
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DAT1=C fsd 

Load Constants 

LCHEX 
LC ) 
LCASC 
LCASC 

hhhhhhhh 
expr 
'ascii' 

ci 

D1, field selected 
data from C into memory addressed 

D1 t field selected 

Load hex constant into C to 
Load the m-nibble constant C 
Load up to 8 ASCII characters into C 
Load up to 8 ASCII characters into C 

4.3. Shift Instructions 

4.3. 

fts (circular or non-circular) will set the 
(SB=1) if a nonzero bit is shifted off to the 

, SB is 

r ::: A,B.C,D 
fs ::: Field Select 

rSL fs Shift r fs field Left 
rSR fs Shift r fs field 
rSLC Shift r Left Circular 
rSRC Shift r Circular 
rSRB Shift 

are 

r,s = B.C or (r.s)::: ), 
fs ::: Field Select 

r=r&s fs 
r=r!s fs 

rANDs into r, selected 
r OR s into r field selected 

1 nibble 
1 nibble 
1 nibble 
1 nibble 
1 bit 

4.3. Arithmetics 

The two groups of arithmetics differ in the of 
available. In the first group (General usage almost all 

of the four are possible; however. 
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in the second group 
combinations are possible. 

usage) 

4.3. .1 General 

r,s ::: A,B,C or (r,s) ::: (C,D) , ,C) 
fs ::: Field Select 

r=Q fs 
r=r+r fs 
r=r+1 fs 
r=r-l fs 
r::::-r fs 

r=-r-l fs 
cleared 

r=r+s fs Sum r and s into 
s=r+s fs Sum rand s into 
r=s fs into r 
s=r fs into s 
rsEX fs rand s 

4.3. .2 Restricted 

(r,e) , B,C),(C, ,C) 

r=r-s fs Difference of r 
r=s-r fs Difference of s 
s=s-r fs Difference of s 

Instructions 

Execution of a No affects no CPU 
Three nibble 
Four nibble No 
Five nibble No 

2 

r, 
s, 

and s 
and r 
and r 

a few select 

into r, 
into r, 
into s, 

ex for the PC. 

-
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4.3. .1 Data Allocation 

1 <= n <= 8 

BSS nnnnn Allocate nnnnn number of zero nibs 

CON expr Generate m-nibble constant are 
reversed in the ) 

REL expr Generate m-nibble relative constant ( s 
reversed in the ) 

NIBASC 'ascii' Generate ascii characters, reversed 
NIBASC ci Generate ascii characters, 
NIBHEX hhhh Generate hexadecimal 

4.3. .2 Conditional As 

name IF expr Start conditional as until ELSE or 
ENDIF if expr was set on invocation 
of assembler ( ional use of name allows 

name ELSE 
name ENDIF 

4.3. .3 List 

EJECT 
STITLE text 
TITLE text 

nest of IF's 
Conditional as was false 

started IF 

Formatt 

Force new page in the as list 
Force new page, set subtitle value to text 
Set :;i tIe value to text 

4.3. .4 Definition 

label 

4.3. .5 

ABS 
END 

nnnnn 

As 

nnnnn 

Mode 

Defines label to have the value expr 

absolute as 
Marks end of the as 

4 

at adress 
source 
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4.4 Dict 

This sect contains a of each 
instruction or -op. shows 

the , if any, as 
time required if the mnemonic is an executable instruction. 

used in these ions are the 
" section earlier in this 

***************************************************** 
* MNEMONICS * 
***************************************************** 

fs Test for A not to 0 

fs :::: A 

fs :::: ,X,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of A is not to O. Must iJe followed 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. usts 

fs Test for A not to B 

fs :::: A 

fs :::: (P,WP • S • B, 
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6 ... d 

Test whether the fs field of A is not to the fs field of B. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

fs Test for A not to C 

fs A 
cycles: 

fs :::: ,S,M 

Test whether the fs field of A is not 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?A<=B fs Test tor A less than or 

fs A 
cycles: 

fs (P ,S,M,B,W) 

to B 

d 
d 

the fs field of C. 
yy is determined 

Test whether 
field of B. 

the fs field of A is less than or to the fs 
yy is Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?A<B fs Test for A less than B 
........ __ ........ _--
fs A 

d 
6 d 

fs (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

6 + 

Test whether the fs field of A is less than the fs field of B. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. s 

?A=O fs Test for A 

fs = A 

f s ( p , WP • KS , S , B 

to 0 

d 
6 d 

Test whether the fs field of A is to O. Must 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 
RTNYES or GOYES. 

?A=B fs Test for A to B 

fs ::: A 

fs = ,KS ,S ,B 

Test whether the fs to the fs of B. 
be followed a GOYES or mnemonic. yy is determined 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

Must 
the 
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?A=C fs Test for A to C 

fa ::: A 

fs = (P,WP ,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of A is to the fs field of C. Must 
be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is the 

RTNYES or GOYES. usts 

?A>=B fs Test for A than or to B 

fs A 
( 

6 + (NO) 

fs ::::: (p ,X,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of A is than or to the fs 
of B. Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is 

determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?A>B fs Test for A than B 

fs A 

fs (P ,X,S,M,B, 
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6 + d 

Test whether the fa field of A is than the fa field of B. 
Must be followed a·GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

fs Test for B not to 0 

fs = A 

fs (p,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

Test whether the fs field of B is not 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

fs Test for B not to A 

fa A 

fa ::: ,X,S ,B 

) 
6 + 

) 
6 

to O. Must be followed 
determined the 

) 

Test whether the fa field of B is not to the fa field of A. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. s 
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fa Test for B not 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (p ,S,M,B, 

to C 

d 
d 

ion 

Test whether the fs field of B is not to the fs field of C. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. s 

?B<::::C fs 

fs :::: A 

fs ::: (p,wp 

Test whether 
field of C. 
determined 

Test for B less than or to C 

,S,M,B 

the fs field of B is less than or to 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic_ 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

the fs 
yy is 

Test whether the fs field of B is less than the fs field of C. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?B=O fs Test for B to 0 

fa = A 

fa ::: (P ,S ,B 

Test whether the fs field of B is to O. Must 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 
RTNYES or GOYES. 

?B=A fs Test for B to A 

fs A 
d 

6 d 

fs ::: (p ,XS ,S ,B, 
d 

6 d 

Test whether the fs to the fs field of A. Must 
be followed a GOYES or mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

?B=C fs Test for B to C 

fs A 

fs :::; (p ,XS ,S ,B. 

20 
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6 + d 

Test whether the fs field of B is to the fs field of C. Hust 
be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

?B>:::C fs Test for B than or to C 

fs A 
( 

6 + (NO) 

fs (P ,K,S,H,B, 

Test whether the fs field of B is than or 
field of C. Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES m .. '~"'~'" 
determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?B>C fs Test for B than C 

fs A 
cycles: 

fs ::: ,S,H 
cycles: 

the fs 
yy 

Test whether the fs 
Must be followed 

of B is than the fs field of C. 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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fs Test for C not 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (P,WP,XS ,S ,B 

Des 

to 0 

d 
d 

Test whether the fs field of C is not to O. Must be followed 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. ts 

fs Test for C not to A 

fs :: A 

fa (P ,XS ,S ,B 

Test whether the fs field of C is not to the fs field of A. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

fs Test for C not to B 

fs A 

fs :::: ,XS ,S,M,B 

Test whether the fs field of C is not to the fs field of B. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

22 
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fs Test for C not to D 

fs :: A 
cycles: d ( 

d (NO) 

fs:: ,WP,XS ,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of C is not to the fs field of D. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?C<=A fs 
_ ... _ ....... _--
fa A 

fs ,WP,XS 

Test whether 
field of A. 

?C<A is 

fs A 

fa ,WP,XS 

Test for C le~s than or to A 

( 
6 + (NO) 

,S,M 

the fs field of C is less than or to 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. 
the RTNYES or GOtES. 

Test for C less than A 

cycles: d ( 
6 d (NO) 

,S,M,B, 
cycles: 

the fs 
yy is 
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6 + d 

Test whether the fs field of C is less than the fs field of A. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. s 

?C=O fs Test for C to 0 

fs :::: A 

6 + 

fs :::: (p ,XS ,S ,B 

6 + 

Test whether the fs field of C is 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy 
RTNYES or GOYES. 

?C=A fs Test for C to A 

fs = A 

fa = (p,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

Test whether the fs field of C is to the fs field of A. Must 
be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?C=B fs Test for C to B 

fs ::: A 

fs ;::: ,X,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of C is to the fs field of B. Must 
be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

?C=D fs Test for C to D 

fs ;::: A 

fs :::: (p ,XS ,S,M,B, 

6 + d 

Test whether the fs field of C is to the fs field of D. 
be followed 11. GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

?C>::::A fs Test for C than or to A 

fs A 

6 .;. d 

fs ::: (P ,S,M,B, 

Must 
by the 

Test whether the fs field of C is than or to the fa 
field of A. Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is 
determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?C>A fs Test for C 

fs ::: A 

fs (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B, 

than A 

d 
6 d 

Test whether the fs field of C is than the fs field of A. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

fa Test for D not to 0 

fs ;::: A 

6 + d 

fs :::: (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

Test whether the fs field of :t) is not to O. Must be followed 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

fs Test for D not to C 

fs :::: A 

fs (p ,XS ,S,M,B 
.-
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6 + d 

Test whether the fs of D is not to the fs field of C. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?D<=C fs 

fs = A 

fs = ,wp 

Test whether 
of C. 

determined 

?D<C fs 

fs = A 

Test for D less than or to C 

6 (NO) 

,S,M,B, 

the fs of D is less than or to 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. 
the RTNYES or GOYES. ts 

Test for D less than to C 

fs = ,XS ,S,M,B, 
) 

the fs 
yy 

Test whether the fs field of D is less than the fs field of C. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?D=O fs Test for D to 0 

fs ::: A 

6 + 

fs ::: ,WP ,S ,B 

6 + 

Test whether the fs field of D is to O. 
a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 
RTNYES or GOYES. usts 

?D=C fs Test for D to C 

fs A 

fa :: (P,WP ,S,M,B, 

Test whether the fs field of D is to the fs field of C. Must 
be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 

RTNYES or GOYES. 

?D>=C fs Test for D 

fs A 

fs P ,S ,B 

than or 

d 
6 d 

to C 

( 

Test whether the fs field of D is than or to the fs 
field of C. Must be followed GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is 
determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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?D>C fs Test for D than C 

fs == A 
( 

6 + (NO) 

fs == (p ,XS ,S ,B, 

Test whether the fs field of D is than the fs field of C. 
Must be followed a GOYES or RTNYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

the RTNYES or GOYES. 

?MP==O - Test Module Pulled bit 

Test whether the Module Pulled bit 
status bit is set whenever a module 
*INT line of the CPU is ), 

is zero. 

the MP=O mnemonic. Hardware 
more information. Must be followed a RTNYES or 
yy is determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 

n - Test if P pointer not 

Test whether the P is not 
a RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy 
RTNYES or GOYES. 

to n 

to n. Must 
is determined 

This hardware 
occurs (the 

cleared 
for 

mnemonic. 
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?p= n - Test if P po 

Test whether the P 
RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. 
or GOYES. 

is to n 

is to n. 
yy is determined 

?SB=O - Test St Bit (SB) 

Must be 
the 

followed a 
RTNYES 

Test whether the St Bit (SB) is zero. This hardware status bit 
is set on shifts (circular or non-c when a non-zero 

or bit is shifted off the end of the field. The St Bit 
must be cleared the SB=O mnemonic. Must be followed 

a RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy is determined the 
RTNYES or GOYES. 

?SR::::O - Test ) for z~ro 

) 

Test whether the Service bit { is zero. This hardware 
status bit is set the mnemonic, and must be cleared 

the SR=Q mnemonic. Must be followed a RTNYES or 
GOYES mnemonic. yy is determined the RTNYES or GOYES. 
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n - Test status bit n not to 0 

Test whether Status bit n is set. 
RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy is determined 

Must be followed a 
the RTNYES 

or GOYES. 

n - Test status bit n not to 1 

) 

Test whether Status bit n is clear. Must be followed a 
RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy is determined the RTNYES 
or GOYES. 

?ST=O n - Test status bit n to 0 

Test whether Status bit n is clear. Must be followed a 
RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy is determined the RTNYES 
or GOYES. 
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?ST=l n Test status bit n to 1 

Test whether Status bit n is set. Must be followed a 
RTNYES or GOYES mnemonic. yy is the RTNYES 
or GOYES. 

?XM=O - Test External Module Miss bit 

Test the whether the 
This hardware status 

External Module Miss bit ) is zero. 
is set the RTNSXM mnemonic, and must be 

c 
RTNYES or 
or GOYES. 

A=-A fs 

fs A 

fs ::: (p.Wp 

the XM=O mnemonic. Must be followed a 
yy is determined the RTNYES 

Two's of A into A 

,S ,B 

the specified fs field 
if in HEX mode, ten's 

the field is not 

7 

3 + d 

of A. is 
if in DEC mode. 

is cleared. 

two's 
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A=-A-l fs One's 
--- ........ _-
fs :: A 

fs ::: (P,WP ,X,S,M 

Perform a one's 
is cleared. 

A:::: 0 fs Set A 

fs ::: A 

fs :: ,S,M,B, 

of A into A 

FC 
cycles: 7 

BbC 
cycles: 3 + 

on the specified 

to 0 

DO 
7 

d 

AbO 
cycles: 3 + d 

Set the specified fs field of A to zero. 

A=A!B fs A OR B into A 

fs :::: A 
4 + d 

fs :: ,S,M,B, 
4 +- d 

Set the to its 

fs field of A. 

is not affected. 

OR with fs field of 
field of 

A 
B. is not affected. 

the 
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A=A!C fs A OR C into A 

fs ::: A OEFE 
4 + d 

fs ,WP,XS ,S ,B OEaE 
4 + d 

Set the fs of A to its OR the 
field of C. is not affected. 

A=A&B fs A AND B into A 

fs ::: A OEFO 
4 + d 

fs (P,WP,XS,X,S,M,B OEaO 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of A to its AND with the 
field of B. is not affected. 

A=A&C fa A AND C into A 

fs ::: A 
4 + d 

fs ::: (P,WP ,S ,B 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of A to its ieal AND with the 
field of C. not affected. 

--
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A==A+A fs Sum of A and A into A 

fs == A 

fs ,S,M,B, 

Double the specified fs field of 

A==A+B fs Sum of A and B into A 

fs ::::; A 

fs == ,WP ,S,M,B, 

Set the specified fs field 
the field of 

4 

Des 

1 

3 + d 

co 
1 

AaO 

A. 

3 + d 

A to the sum of itself and 
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A=A+C fa 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (P 

Set 
the 

A=A-l fa 

fa ::: A 

fs (P,WP 

Sum of A and C 

,XS ,S • B 

Decrement A 

,S,M,B, 

Des 

A 

CA 
7 

AaA 
3 + d 

A to the aum of itself and 

CC 
7 

AaC 
3 + d 

Decrement the specified fs field of ster A one. 

A=A-B fs A minus B into A 

flO A 

fa ::: (P,WP,XS ,S ,B 

Set the specified fs field of 
itself and the f 

EO 
7 

BaO 
3 + d 

ter A to the d 
B. 
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A==A-C fs A minus C into A 

fs == A 

fs :::: (P ,S,M,B, 

Set of 
field of 

A=B-A fs B minus A A 
.... _----

fs :::: A 

fs ::: (P ,S.M 
cycles: 

Set the spec fs 
between itself and the 

EA 
7 

BaA 
3 + d 

A to the difference between 
C. 

field of 

EC 
7 

BaC 
3 + d 

A to the inverse difference 
field of B. 



IDS Des Des 

A=C fs C to A 

fs :: A 

fs (P,WP ,s ,B. 

fs field of 
A. 

The amount of data (d 

DA 
7 

AbA 
3 + 

C into the 
not affected. 

d 

of 

fsd be transferred 
from the memory address to 
of A. The lowest-addressed 
into the lowest-order nibble of the 

into the specified field 
nibbl"!! will be transferred 

ter field. 
toward the nibbles. If fs d. d nibbles are 
transferred into the at o the 
section on " earlier in this 

A=DATl fsd - Load A from memory 

fs ::: A 

fs B 

4 
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fs 
+ d 

fs ::: d ) 
+ d 

The amount of data nibbles) specified fsd will be transferred 
from the memory address pointed to D1 into the spec 
of A. The lowest-addressed will be transferred 
into the lowest-order nibble of the register field, 
toward the nibbles. If fs = d. d nibbles are 
transferred into the register start at nibble O. See the 
section on "Load Data From earlier in this 

A=IN - Load A with IN 

7 

Load the low-order 4 nibbles of the A with the contents of 
the register. 

A=RO RO to A 

110 

The contents of the scratch RO is to the 
A. 

4 
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A=R1 R1 to A 

The contents of the scratch 
A. 

A=R2 R2 to A 

The contents of the scratch 
ter A. 

to A 

The contents of the scratch 
ter A. 

to A 

The contents of the scratch 
A. 

111 

R1 is to the 

112 

R2 is to the 

is to the 

is to the 
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ABEX fs 

fs ::::: A 

fs ::::: (p 

the fs fields of 
affected. 

ACEX fs 

fs ::::: A 

fs :::: (p S 

the fs fields of 
affected. 

ADOEX A and DO 

the A field of 
not affected. 

A and B 

DC 
7 

AbC 
3 + d 

of A and B. 

A and C 

o 

DE 
7 

AbE 
3 + d 

of A and C. 

8 

A with Data pointer DO. 

is not 

is not 

is 
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ADOXS A and DO short 0-

7 

the lower 4 nibbles of A with the lower 4 nibbles of Data 
pointer DO. is not affected. 

AD1EX A and D1 0-4) 

8 

A of A with Data pointer D1. is 
not affected. 

AD1XS A and D1 short o 

7 

the lower 4 nibbles of A with the lower 4 nibbles of Data 

AROEX 

D1. is not affected. 

A and RO 

the contents of the 
RO. 

120 

A and the scratch 

-



AR1EX 

AR2EX 

Hardware IDS --

A and R1 

the contents of the 
Rl. 

A and R2 

the contents of the 
R2. 

A and 

Des 

cycles: 

contents of the 

"' ........ :;,'"" A and 

cycles: 

contents of the work 

Des ion 

121 

A and the scratch 

122 

A and the scratch 

ter A and the scratch 

A and the scratch 
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ASL fs A Shift Left 

fs A 

fs (P,wp,XS.X,S ,B 

Fa 
7 

BbO 
3 + d 

the contents of the specified fs 
nibble. without affect the rest of 
shifted off the left end of the field is lost. 
nibble of the field is zero. The ( 

ASLC - A Shift Left C 

Circular shift 
The 

ASR fs A Shift 

fs A 

fs ::: (p .X,S .B 

21 

A left one nibble. 
is not affected. 

cycles: 7 

3 + d 

Shift the contents of the fs field of 

A left one 
The nibble 

The new low-order 
is not affected. 

on all 

A 
one nibble, without affect ster. The nibble 

off the end of field is lost. but the 
(SB) is set if the nibble was non-zero. The new 
of the field is zero. 

Bit 
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ASRB A Shift Bit 

20 

A r one bit. on all The 
bit shifted off the end is lost, but the St Bit (SB) is set if 
it was non-zero. The new -order bit of the is zero. 

ASRC - A Shift Circular 

21 

Circular shift register A 
d its. The St Bit (SB) 

one nibble. 
is set if the nibble 
position was non-zero. 

on all 
shifted from 

low-order around to 

B:::::-B fs Two's of B 
------_ .... -
fs :::: A 

fs :::: ,wp ,S ,B, 

the fs field 
if in HEX mode, ten's 

is set if the field is not 

into B 

7 

3 + d 

of B. is 
if in DEC mode. 

is cleared. 

two's 
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B=-B-1 fs One's of B into B 
--_ ........... ..., ........ 

fs A FD 
7 

fs ::: (P,wp,XS .S,M,B BbD 
3 + d 

Perform a one's on the specified fa field of B. 
is cleared. 

B=O fs Set B to 0 

fs A D1 
7 

fs ::: (p,WP,XS ,S ,B Ab1 
3 + d 

Set the specified fs field of B to zero. is not affected. 

B=A fs A to B 
............... - ..,. 

fs A 
7 

fs :::: (p.wp.xs ,s ,B 
3 + d 

fa field of A into the field of 
B. is not affected. 
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B=B!A fs B OR A into B 

fs A 

fs ::: (P,WP ,S ,B, 

Set the fs field of 
field of 

B=B!C fs B OR C into B 

fs :: A 

fs S .B. 

Set the fs field of 
corre field of 

B=B&A fs B AND A into B 
----------
fs A 

fs :: (P,WP .S 

Set the fs field of 
field of 

OEFC 
4 + d 

OEaC 
4 + d 

B to its OR 
A·. is not affected. 

+ d 

+ d 

its OR B to 
C. is not affected. 

4 + d 

4 + d 

B to its AND 
A. is not affected. 

with the 

the 

with the 
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B=B&C fs B AND C into B 

fa :::: A OEF1 
4 + d 

fs :::: .S,M.B OEa1 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of B to its AND with the 
field of C. is not affected. 

B=B+1 fa Increment B 

fa :::: A 
7 

fs {P, WP ,XS ,S ,B, 
3 + d 

Increment the specified fa field of ster B one. 

B=B+A fa Sum of B and A into B 

fs :: A 
7 

fs :::: (P,WP ,S,M,B, 
3 + d 

Set the specified fs field ter B to the sum of itself and 
the field of A. 
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B=B+B fs Sum of Band B into B 

fs ::: A 

fs = (P ,S 

Double the specified fs field of 

B=B+C fs Sum of Band C into B 

fs A 

fs ,WP,XS ,S,M 

Set the specified fs field 
the field of 

B=B-1 fs Decrement B 

fs :: A 

fs ::: (P,WP 

Decrement the fs field of 

4 

7 

3 + d 

C1 
7 

Aa1 

B. 

3 + d 

B to the sum of itself and 

CD 
7 

AaD 
3 ... d 

B one. 
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. . 
B==B-A fs B minus A into B 

fs :: A 

fs == (p,wp,XS ,S ,B 

Set the spec fs field of 
itself and the field of 

B=B-C fs B minus C into B 

fs = A 

fs = (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

Set the specified fs field of 
itself and the field of 

B=C fs C to B 

fs = A 

fs :: {P ,XS ,S,M,B, 

Des 

7 

3 

B 

El 
7 

Bal 

+ d 

to 

3 + d 

ion 

the difference between 
A 

B to the difference between 
C. 

7 

3 + d 

fs field of C into the of 
B. is not affected. 
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B=C-B fs C minus B into B 

fs :: A ED 
cycles: 7 

fs = (p,wp,XS,X,S,M,B, BaD 
3 + d 

Set the specified fs field 
between itself and the 

B to the inverse difference 
field of register C. 

BAEX fs B and A 

fs :: A DC 
cycles: 7 

fs :: (p,WP,XS,X,S,M,B, AbC 
3 + d 

the fs fields of registers of Band A. is not 
affected. 

BCEX fs isters Band C 

fs :: A DD 
cycles: 7 

fs :: (p,WP,XS,X,S,M,B, AbD 
3 + d 

the fs fields of registers of Band C. is not 
affected. 

4-
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BSL fs B ShUt Left 

fs '" A 

fs '" (P,WP,xs ,s ,B 

the contents of the spec fs 

Des 

F1 
7 

Bb1 
3 + d 

nibble, without affect the rest of the 
B left one 
The nibble 

shifted off the left end of the field is lost. The new low-order 
nibble of the field is zero. The St Bit (SB) is not affected. 

BSLC - B Shift Left Circular 

21 

Circular shift B left one nibble. on all 
The St ) not affected. 

BSR fs B Shift 

fs '" A 
7 

fs WP ,S ,B 
3 + d 

Shift the contents of the fs B 
one • without affect rest of the nibble 
shifted off the end of field is lost, but 
( is set if the nibble was non-zero. The new 
of the field is zero. 
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BSRB - B Shift Bit 
-----_ .... 

20 

B one bit. on all 
the end is lost, but the St Bit 

it was non-zero. The new bit of the 

BSRC - B Shift Circular 

Circular shift B r 
(SB) is 

21 

one nibble. 
set if th~ nibble The St 

low-order around to position was non-zero. 

BUSCC Bus Command 

6 

Enters the bus command .. onto 
is reserved for later use). No other is 

The 
(SB) is set 

is zero. 

on all 
shifted from 

command 
See 

the Hardware ificat for more information. 

C+P+l Increment C One Plus P Pointer 

8 

The A field of the C is incremented one the value 
This instruction is executed in HEX mode. 
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C=-C fs Two's 

fs ;:: A 

fs (P ,S ,B 

Des 

of C into C 

FA 
7 

BbA 
3 + d 

the fa field of C. is 
if in HEX mode, ten's 

is set if the field is not 

C=-C-l fs One's of 

fs ;:: A 

fs ;:: (p,WP.XS ,S,M,B 

Perform a one's on the 
is cleared. 

C=O fs Set C to 0 

fs A 

fs ::::: (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B 

C into 

FE 
7 

BbE 
3 

C 

if in DEC mode. 
is cleared. 

+ d 

specified fs field of C. 

D2 
7 

Ab2 
3 + d 

two's 

Set the spoc fs field of C to zero. is not affected. 
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C=A fs A to C 

fs :::: A 

C=A-C fs A minus C into C 

fs ::: A 

fs :::: (P,WP ,S,M,B, 

Set the specified fs field 
between itself and the 

C=B fs B to C 

fs :::: A 

fs ,XS,X,S ,B, 

EE 
7 

BaE 
3 + d 

ion 

field of 

C to the inverse difference 
A. 

7 

3 + d 

the fs field of B into the field of 
register C. is not affected. 

4-
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C=CIA fs C OR A into C 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (p .S .B 

Set the fs field of 
carre field of 

C=C1B fs 

fs ::: A 

fs (p 

Set the 

C=C!D fs 

fs ::: A 

fs :: (P 

fs 

C OR B into C 

,S ,B 

Id of 
field of 

C OR D into C 

.XS ,S .M. B 

Set the fs field of 
field of 

OEFA 
4 + d 

OEaA 
4 + d 

to OR with the 
is not affected. 

OEFD 
4 + d 

OEaD 
4 + d 

its OR with C to 
B. is not affected. 

OEFF 
4 + d 

OEaF 
4 + d 

the 

to its OR with the 
is not affected. 
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C=C&:A fs C AND A into C 

:::: A uEF2 
cycles: 4 + d 

fs :::: ,X,S OEa2 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of C to its ical AND with the 
of A. is not affected. 

C=C&:B fs C AND B into C 
---------
fs :::: A 

cycles: + d 

fs (p ,S 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of C to its AND with the 
field of B. is not affected. 

C=C&:D fs C AND D into C 

fs ::: A 
4 + d 

fs :::: (P ,S ,B, 
cycles: 4 + d 

Set the fs field of to its AND with the 
of is not affected. 
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C=C+l fs Increment C 

fs A 
7 

fs ::; {P ,XS ,S ,B 
3 + d 

Increment the specified fa field of C one. iii 

fs - Sum of C and A into C 

fs ::; A 

fs ::; (P ,XS ,S ,B 

Set the specified fs 
the field of 

C=C+B fs Sum of C and B into C 

fs A 

fs :: (p ,XS,X,S ,B, 

Set the specified fs field 
the field of 

C2 
7 

Aa2 
3 + d 

C to the sum of itself and 

7 

3 + d 

ter C to the sum of itself and 
B. 
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C=C+C fs - Sum 0 f C and C C 

fs :::: A 

fs ::::: ,S 

Double the specified fs field of 

C:::::C+D fs Sum of C and D into C 

fs ::::: A 

fs .S .B. 

Set the specified fs field 
the field of 

C=C-l fs Decrement C 

fs A 

fs ::::: .XS .S 

Decrement the spec ified fs field of 

7 

3 + d 

CB 
7 

AaB 

C. 

3 + d 

C to the sum of itself and 

CE 
7 

AaE 
3 + d 

C one. 
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C=C-A fs C 

A 

fs :::: (P ,X,S.H.B, 

Set the spec 
itself and the 

A into C 

C=C-B fs C minus B into'C 

fs :::: A 

fs = (P,WP,XS ,S ,B 

Set the specified fs field of 

Des 

E2 
7 

Ba2 
3 + d 

ter C to the difference between 
of A. 

7 

3 + d 

C to the difference between 
itself and the field of B. 

C=C-D fs C D C 

fs ::: A EB 
7 

fs :::: ,XS ,S ,B. BaB 
3 + d 

Set the specified fa field of ter C to the difference between 
itself and the field of D. 
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C=D fa D to C 

fs A DB 
7 

fs = (p ,S,M,B, AbB 
3 + d 

the fs field of D into the field of 
register C. is not affected. 

C=DATO fsd - Load C from memory 

fs = A 

fs ::::: B 
cycles: 

fs ::: ,WP ,8 
cycles: + d 

fs ::: d 
+ d 

The amount of data nibbles) specified fsd will be transferred 
from the memory address pointed to DO into the spec field 
of C. The lowest-addressed nibble will be transferred 
into the lowest-order nibble of the register field, 
toward the nibbles. If fs ::: d, d nibbles are 
transferred into the at nibble O. See the 
section on /I earlier in this 
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C=DATl fsd Load C from memory 

fs ::: A 1 

fa = B 

fs (p ,S,M 
+ d 

fs :;:: d 
+ d 

The amount of data nibbles) specified fsd will be transferred 
from the memory address to D1 into the specified field 
of ster C. The lowest-addressed nibble will be transferred 
into the lowest-order nibble of the field, 
toward the nibbles. If fs d, d nibbles are 
transferred into the register at nibble O. See the 
section on " Data From " earlier in this 

C=ID 

The 
low 

will be 

ID 

11 

which has its DAISY-IN line and its 
will send its 5 nibble ID ster to the 
loaded into the low-order 5 nibbles (A field) of 

See the Hardware if for 
information. 

C=IN - Load C with IN 

7 

more 

Load the low-order 4 nibbles of the C with the contents of 
the See the Hardware ificat for 
more information. 
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C=P n P Pointer Nibble n of C 

6 

P pointer into C register at position specified n. 

C=RO RO to C 

The contents of the scratch RO is to the 
C. 

C=Rl Ri to C 

The contents of the scratch Rl is to the 
C. 

C=R2 R2 to C 

llA 

The contents of the scratch register R2 is to the 
C. 

4 
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to C 

11B 

The contents of the scratch reg is to the 
C. 

to C 

llC 

The contents of the scratch is copied to the 
C. 

C::::RSTK stack to C 

8 

the address off of the hardware return stack, 
the address in the lower 5 nibbles (A field) of register C. The 

nibbles of C are As the address is 
from the return stack, a zero address is inserted at the bottom of 
the stack. with the RTN mnemonic. 

-
4 4 
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C::::ST Status to C 

the low-order 
low-order 12 bits 

cycles: 

12 bits of the 
field) of the C 

Des ion 

status 

CAEX fs C and A 

fs :::: A DE 
cycles: 7 

fs :::: (P ,X,S,M,B, AbE 
cycles: 3 + d 

the fs fields of of C and A. 
affected. 

CBEX fs 

fs :::: A 

fs (P S,M,B,W) 

the fs fields of 
affected. 

into the 

is not 

is not 
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CDOEX C and DO 0-4) 

8 

the A field of 
not affected. 

C with Data pointer DO. 

CDOXS C and DO short } 

7 

is 

t:le lower 4 nibbles of C with the lower 4 nibbles of Data 
pointer DO. is not affected. 

CDIEX C and Dl o 

8 

the A field of 
not affected. 

C with Data pointer Dl. 

CDIXS C and Dl short o 

7 

is 

the lower 4 nibbles of C with the lower 4 nibbles of Data 
pointer Dl. is not affected. 
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CDEX fs C and D 

fs :: A DF 
7 

fs :: (p ,S,M,B,W) AbF 
3 + d 

the fs fields of of C and D. is not 
affected. 

CLRHST - Clear Hardware Status bits 

3 

Clears the 4 Hardware Status bits XM, SB, SR and MP. Note that the 
is , where x is a mask for which Hardware 

Status bits to clear, as follows: 

bit 0 - External Module Miss 
bit 1 - St Bit 
bit 2 - Service bit 
bit 3 - Module Pulled bit 

For clears XM 
mnemonic for 
us ,for 

this, the 
, NIBHEX 

CLRST - Clear Status 

Clear the low-order 12 bits (SO 
ST. 

4 

can 

bit (see XM=O 
(see SB=O 
(see SR=O 
(see MP=O 

and MP. 
be inserted 

6 

mnemonic) 
mnemonic) 
mnemonic) 
mnemonic) 

there 
into the 

Sl1) of the 

is no 
code 

Status 
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CONFIG 

CPEX n 

CROEX 

CR1EX 

law-order 5 

11 

field) of the C register into the 
ch which has its DAISY-IN line 

low. See the Hardware 

Nibble n of C With P Pointer 

the P pointer with 

C and RO 

the contents of the 
RD. 

C and R1 

6 

n of the C register. 

C and the scratch 

1 
cycles: 

the contents of the 
Rl. 

register C and the scratch 

-

-



CR2EX 

CSL 

fs ::: 

fs :::: 

Hardware IDS -- Detailed Des 

fs 

A 

(P 

C and R2 

cycles: 

the contents of the 
R2.' 

C and 

cycles: 

contents of the work 

C and 

the contents of the work 

C Shift Left 

,S ,B, 

ion 

12A 

C and the scratch 

12B 

ster C and the scratch 

12C 

C and the scratch 

F2 
7 

Bb2 
3 + d 

Shift the contents of the specified fs C left one 
nibble, without the rest of The nibble 
shifted off the left end of the field is lost. The new low-order 
nibble of the field is zero. The St Bit (SB) is not affected. 
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CSLC C Shift Left Circular 

21 

shift 
The St 

C left one nibble. 
( is not affected. 

CSR fs C Shift 

fs = A 
7 

fs (p ,XS,X,S,M,B 
3 + d 

Shift the contents of the specified fs field 
one nibble, without affect the rest of the 
shifted off the end of the field is lost, but the 
( is set if the nibble was non-zero. The new 
of the field is zero. 

CSRB C Shift Bit 

20 

Shift C one bit. 
bit sh the end is lost, but the 
it was non-zero. The new bit of the 

on all 

c 
nibble 

Bit 
nibble 

The 
set if 
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CSRC - C Shift 

21 

Circular shift C one nibble. 
The St (SB) is set if the nibble 

low-order around to position was non-zero. 

CSTEX Status with C 

OB 
6 

on all 
shifted from 

the low-order 12 bits (SO of the 
Status ST with the low-order fie of the C 

DO=(2) nn Load 2 Nibbles Into DO 

Load the low-order two nibbles of DO with nn. The 
DO remain 
The assembled 

overflow is 
of nn are 

order so that when 
loaded into the 
section on II 

nibbles of 
assembler. 

reverse 
will be 
See the 

the is executed the data 
with the intended orientation. 

Data From earlier in this 
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nnnn - Load 4 Nibbles Into DO 

Des 

lAnnnn 
6 

Load the low-order four nibbles of DO with nnnn. The upper nibble 
of DO remains overflow is the assembler. 
The assembled of nnnn are stored in the in reverse 
order so that when the instruction is executed the data will be 
loaded into the register with the intended orientation. See the 
section on II Data From earlier in this 

DO=(5) nnnnn- 5 Nibbles Into DO 

IBnnnnn 
7 

Load all five nibbles of DO with nnnnn. overflow is 
the assembler. The assembled of nnnnn are stored in the 

in reverse order so that when the instruction is executed 
the data will be loaded into the with the intended 
orientation. See the section on " Data From earlier 
in this 

DO=A A to DO 0-4) 

8 

The A field of A is into Data pointer DO. 
is not affected. 
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DO=AS A to DO short 

The lower 4 nibbles of A are 
Data pointer DO. 

DO=C C to DO 

The A field of C is 
is not affected. 

DO=CS C to DO short 

The lower 4 nibbles of Care 
Data pointer DO. 

DO=DO+ n - Add n to DO 

into the lower 4 nibbles of 
is not affected. 

o 4) 

8 

into Data DO. 

into the lower 4 nibbles of 
is not affected. 

7 

This instruct is executed in HEX 
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00=00- n - Subtract n from DO (l<=n< 

7 

This instruction is executed in HEX 

DO=HEX hh - Load DO with hex constant hh 

4 

Load the low-order two nibbles of DO with the hex constant hh. The 
upper nibbles of DO remain The d of hh are stored 
in the in reverse order so that when the instruction is 
executed the data will be loaded into the with the 
intended orientation. See the section on Data From 

" earlier in this 

DO=HEX hhhh - Load DO with hex constant hhhh 

1 Ahhhh 
6 

Load the low-order four nibbles of DO with the hex constant hhhh. 
The upper nibble of DO remains The of hhhh are 
stored in the in reverse order so that when the instruction 
is executed the data will be loaded into the with the 
intended orientation. See the section on Data From 

earlier in this 
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DO=HEX hhhhh - Load DO with hex constant hhhhh 

1Bhhhhh 
7 

Load all five nibbles of DO with the hex constant hhhhh. The 
of hhhhh are stored in the reverse order so that 

when the instruction is executed the data be loaded the 
with the intended orientation. See the section on 

Data From earlier in this 

D1=(2) nn - Load 2 Nibbles Into D1 

1Dnn 
4 

Load the low-order two nibbles of D1 with nn. The nibbles of 
assembler. D1 remain 

The assembled 
order so that when 
loaded into the 
section on 

overflow 
of nn are in reverse 

the instruction is executed the data will be 
ster with the intended the 

Data From 

D1=( nnnn Load 4 Nibbles Into D1 

1Ennnn 
6 

Load the low-order four nibbles of D1 with nnnn. The upper nibble 
of D1 overflow is the assembler. 

order so 
loaded into 
section on " 

nnnn are stored in the in reverse 
instruction is executed the data will be 
with the intended orientation. See the 

Data From earlier in this 
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D1=(5) nnnnn - Load 5 Nibbles Into D1 

Descr 

1 Fnnnnn 
7 

ion 

Load all five nibbles of D1 with nnnnn. overflow is 
the assembler. The assembled of nnnnn are stored 

in reverse order so that when the instruction is 
the data will be loaded into the with the 
orientation. See the section on Data From 
in this 

D1=A A to D1 0-4) 

8 

The A field of A is into Data pointer 
is not affected. 

Dl=AS A to D1 short 0-3) 

7 

in the 
executed 
intended 
earlier 

Dl. 

The lower 4 nibbles of A are into the lower 4 
is not affected. 

nibbles of 
Data pointer ster D1. 

D1=C C to 01 ibs 0 

8 

The A field of C is into Data pointer Dl. 
is not affected. 
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D1=CS C to D1 short o 

cycles: 7 

The lower 4 nibbles of Care 
Data pointer D1. 

into the lower 4 nibbles of 
is not affected. 

D1=Dl+ n - Add n to Dl =n< 

Dl=Dl- n 

Dl=HEX hh 

7 

This instruction is 

Subtract n from D1 ::::n< 

lCx 
7 

This instruction is 

Load Dl with hex constant hh 

IDhh 
cycles: 4 

executed HEX 

executed in HEX 

Load the low-order two nibbles of D1 with the hex constant 00. The 
upper nibbles of D1 remain The of hh are stored 
in the in reverse order so that when the instruction is 

4 
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executed 
intended 

the data will 
orientation. 

earlier in this 

be 
See 

loaded into 
the section 

the 
on 

Dl=HEX hhhh Load Dl with hex constant hhhh 

lEhhhh 
6 

" 
with 

Data 
the 

From 

Load the low-order four nibbles of Dl with the hex constant hhhh. 
The upper nibble of Dl remains The of hhhh are 
stored in the in reverse order so that when the instruction 
is executed the data will be loaded into the with the 
intended ol"ientation. See the section on " From 

earlier in this 

Dl=HEX hhhhh - Load Dl with hex constant hhhhh 

lFhhhhh 
7 

Load all five nibbles of Dl with the hex constant hhhhh. The 
d of hhhhh are stored in the in reverse order so that 
when the instruction is executed the data will be loaded into the 

with the intended orientation. See the section on 
Data From earlier in this 

D==-D fs Two's of D into D 
.... _-------
fs == A FB 

7 

fs = (P ,X,S ,B EbB 
3 + d 

the specified fs field of D. is two's 
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if in HEX mode, ten's 
is set if the field is not zero, 

D=-D-1 fs One's of 

fs ::::: A 

fs = (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B, 

Perform a one's on the 
is cleared. 

D=O fs Set D to 0 

fs = A 

fs = (P,WP ,X,S,M,B, 

Des 

D into 

FF 
7 

BbF 
3 

7 

D 

ion 

if in DEC mode. 
is cleared. 

+ d 

ied fs field of D. 

3 + d 

Set the specified fs field of D to zero. is not affected. 

D=C fs C to D 

fs :: A 
7 

fs :: (P,WP ,S,M,B,W) 
3 + d 

fs field of C into the field of 
D. is not affected. 
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D::::C-D fs C minus D into D 

fa A 

fs ::: (P ,S,M,B 

Set the specified fs field 
between and the 

D=D!C fs D OR C into D 
---------
fs A 

fs ::: (p ,S ,B 

Des Des 

EF 
7 

BaF 
3 + d 

D to the inverse difference 
field of C. 

OEFB 
4 + d 

OEaB 
4 + d 

Set the fs field of D to its ieal OR with the 

D=D8eC fs 

fs :::: A 

fa (p 

Set 

field of register C. 

D AND C into D 

,S,M,B 

of 
of 

D to 
c. 

is not affected. 

4 + d 

4 + d 

its AND the 
is not affected. 
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D=D+1 fs Increment D 

fs ::: A 
7 

fs ::: (P ,XS ,S,M,B, 
3 + d 

Increment the spec Hied fs field of D one. 

D=D+C fs Sum of D and C into D 

fs ::: A 
7 

fs ::: (P ,S,M 
3 + d 

Set the specified fs field of D to the sum of itself and 
the field of reg 

D=D+D fs Sum of D and D into D 

fs A 
cycles: 7 

fs ::: ,S,M 
3 + d 

Double the spec fs field of D. 
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D=D-1 fs Decrement D 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (P,wp,XS,X,S ,B, 

Decrement the specified fs field of 

D=D-C fs D minus C into D 

fs ::: A 

fs ::: (P,WP,XS ,S,M,B, 

Des 

CF 
7 

AaF 
3 + d 

7 

3 + d 

D one. 

Set the specified fs field of ter D to the difference between 
itself and the field of C. 

DATO=A fsd - Store into memory from A 
_ .... _--_ .... _-
fs ::: A 

fs ::: B 1 

fs (P,WP ,S,M, 
+ d 

fs ::: d 1 
+ d 

Tbe amount of data (d nibbles) specified fsd will be written to 
the memory address to DO from 

A. Tbe lowest-order nibble of 
written to the lowest-addressed nibble of memory, 
the nibbles. If fs::: d, d nibbles 

field of 
field will be 

--
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memory start from nibble 0 of the register. See the section on 
" Data Into earlier in this 

DATO==C fsd Store into memory from C 

fs ::: A 

fs B 

fs::::: P ,S 
+ d 

fs d -1) 
+ d 

The amount of data nibbles) fsd will be written to 
the memory address pointed to from the specified field of 

C. The lowest-order nibble of the field will be 
written to the lowest-addressed nibble of memory, toward 
the nibbles. If fs d, d nibbles are written to 

from nibble 0 of the register. See the section on 
Data Into earlier in this 

DAT1=A fs Store memory from A 
----- ---
fs ::::: A 

fs ::: B 

fs (p ,S 
+ d 

fs ::::: d 
cycles: + d 

The amount of data nibbles) specified fsd will be written to 
the memory address pointed to Dl from the field of 
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A. The lowest-order nibble of the register field will be 
written to the lowest-addressed nibble of memory, toward 
the h nibbles. If fs = d, d nibbles are written to 
memory from nibble 0 of the ster. See the section on 
"Stor Into earlier in this 

DAT1=C fsd - Store into memory from C 

fs == A 

fs B 
cycles: 

fs :::; (P,WP,XS,X,S,M,W) 
cycles: 

fs :::; d 

1 
17 

1 

+ d 

(x=d-1) 
+ d 

The amount of data (d nibbles) specified fsd will be written to 
the memory address pointed to D1 from the specified field of 
register C. The lowest-order nibble of the register field will be 
written to the lowest-addressed nibble of memory, toward 
the h nibbles. If fs == d, d nibbles are written to 
memory from nibble 0 of the ster. See the section on 
"Stor Into ' earlier in this 

DCEX fs D and C 

fs :::: A opcode: Dr' 
cycles: 7 

fs :::; (p,Wp,XS,X,S,M,B,W) AbF 
3 + d 

the fs fields of registers of D and C. is not 
affected. 

4 
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DSL fs D Shift Left 

fs ::: A 
7 

fs ::: ,S,M 
'3 + d 

Shift the contents of the fied fs 
nibble, without affect the rest of the 
shifted off the left end of th~ field is lost. 
nibble of the field is zero. The St Bit ( 

DSLe - D Shift Left Circular 

21 

Circular shift D left one nibble. 
The ( is not affected. 

DSR fs D Shift 

fs :: A 
7 

fs :: (P ,X,S ,B, 
cycles: 3 + d 

D left one 
The nibble 

The new low-order 
is not affected. 

on all 

Shift the contents of the specified fs field D 
one nibble, without affect the rest of the 
shifted off the end of the field is lost, but the 

) is set if the nibble was non-zero. The new 
of the field is zero. 
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DSRB D Shift Bit 
-------_ .... 

20 

Shift D one bit. on all 
bit shifted off the end is 
it was non-zero. The new 

DSRC D Shift 

Circular shift 
The 

lost. but the St Bit 
bit of the 

Circular 

21 

one nibble. 
is set if the nibble 
position was non-zero. 

Goe label Go relative on carry 

10 
3 

its. The 
(SB) is set if 

is zero. 

on all 
shifted from 

Short relative 
range: 

to label if is set. label must be in the 

addr - < label < addr + 

where addr is the address of the second nibhle of the The 
address offset aa is in two's form and is relative to 
addr. 
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GOLONG label - Go 

relative 
range: 

cycles: 

to label uncondit 

Des ion 

label must be in the 

addr - <= label <= addr + 

where addr is the address of the third nibble of the 
address offset aaaa is in two's 
addr. 

form and is relative to 

GONe label Go relative on no carry 

Short relative 
the range: 

to label if 

10 
3 

is clear. label must be in 

addr - <= label <= addr + 

where addr is the address of the second nibble of the The 
address offset aa is in two's form and is relative to 
addr. 

GOSBVL label - Gosub very to label 

Absolute subroutine to aaaaa, which is the absolute address of 
label. See the GOSUB mnemonic. 
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GOSUB label - Gosub to label 

12 

Relative subroutine to label. label must be in the range: 

addr - <= label <= addr + 2 

address of the next instruction. The where addr is the 
address offset aaa 
addr. 

is in two's form and is relative to 

As with all of the 
instruction hardware 
return stack, so a return is executed, 
control resumes with the instruction at address addr. 

As the return address is onto the return stack, the 
bottom-most address on the stack is discarded. Therefore, the 

contains 8 addresses, and if exceed pops 
the bottom-most return addresses are lost. Since the 

one level to process 7 
levels of the return stack can be used code which must execute 
when are enabled. See the RTN mnemonic for further 
information. 

GOSUBL label - Gosub to label 

relative subroutine to lal)el. label must be in the 
range: 

addr - <= label <= addr + 

where addr is the start address of the next instruction. 'rhe 
address offset aaaa is in tNO'S form and is relative to 
addr. See the GOSUB mnemonic. 
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GOTO label -

Relative 
range: 

relative 

to label 

Des ion 

11 

label must be in the 

addr - <= label < addr + 

where addr is the address of the 
address offset aaa is in two's 
addr. 

GOVLNG label very 

second nibble of the The 
form and is relative to 

Unconditional jump to aaaaa, which is the absolute address of 
label. 

GOlES label 

GOYES is a 
must 
is met, a is 
in the range 

if Test is 'frue 

yy 
included in 
Test mnemonic 

to spec of a CPU test GOYES 
a test mnemonic. If the ion of the test 

to label with set. label must be 

addr <= label <= addr + 

where addr is the address of the offset yy. If 
the test condition is not met, 
to the next instruction. 

is cleared and control passes 
with RTNYES. 
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INTOFF 

Disable the 
disable the 

Off 

5 

However, INTOFF does not 
See the 

Hardware c information. 

INTON 

Enable the 
ificat 

On 

5 

for more information. 

LC n .. n - Load C with constant (l<=m< 

See the Hardware 

Load m of the expression n .. n to the C at 
the P pointer position, and 
with the to the 

Data From 

LCASC Load C with ASCII constant 

Load up to 8 ASCII characters to the C 

.. c 
(# of chars)-l; 

c .. c ASCII codes) 
(# of chars) 

ter at the P 
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position, and toward 
to wrap around the ster. 

character. The ASCII characters are 
reverse order so that when the instruction 
will be loaded into the with the 
See the section on From 

LCHEX h .. h - Load C with hex constant 

Load up to hex 
pointer position, and 
the abi to wrap around 
in the in reverse 

ion 

nibbles, with 
Each A an 

stored in 
is executed 

in 
the data 

intended orientation. 
earlier in this 

of d -1) 

inn at the P 
nibbles, with 

s are stored 
instruction is 

the register with the executed the data will 
intended orientation. 
Moml"l,""''''' earlier in this 

ster. 
order so that 

be loaded into 
See the section on Data From 

Mp::::O - Clear Module Pulled bit 

cycles: 3 

Clears the Module Pulled bit and the Module Pulled 
line low. See CLRHST mnemonic. 

4 
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- Three nibble 

Des Des 

10 
3 

This mnemonic a aoc to the next instruction. effec 
sk three 

- Four nibble 

cycles: 11 

This mnemonic a OCTO to the next instruction, 
four nibbles. 

- Five nibble No-op 

This mnemonic 
nibble in the 
mnemonic effect 

11 

a relative OCTO to nibbles. 
a holder and is 
five nibbles. 

OUT=C - Load 3 nibbles of OR 

6 

The fifth 
over. The 

All nibbles of the are loaded with the low-order 
three nibbles of C (X field). 
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OUT=CS Load 1 nibble of OR 

4 

The least s 
the least s 

icant nibble of the is loaded with 

P=C n 

P=P+l 

icant nibble of the C register. 

P pointer from C at Nibble n 

6 

n of C into the P pointer. 

Increment P Pointer 

DC 
3 

Increment the P po If P is incremented F it 
automat wrap around 
executed in HEX mode. 

to O. This instruction is 
carry. 

P=P-l - Decrement P Pointer 

Decrement the P 
automat wraps around 
executed in HEX mode. 

OD 
3 

If P is decremented 
to F. This instruction is 

will 

o 
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P= n - Set P Pointer to n 

Set the P pointer to n. 

RO=A A to RO 

The contents of the 
RO. 

RO=C C to RO 

2n 
2 

100 

A is 

The contents of the register C is 
RO. 

R1=A A to register R1 

101 

The contents of the A is 
Rl. 

to the scratch 

-
to the scratch 

to the scratch 
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Rl=C C to reg R1 

The contents of the C is to the scratch 
Rl. 

R2=A A to R2 

102 

The contents of the A is to the scratch 
R2. 

R2=C C to regi!'!ter R2 

lOA 
cycles: 

The contents of the C is to the scratch 
R2. 

A to 

The contents of the A is to the scratch 
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C to 

The contents of the 

A to 

The contents of the 
register 

C to ster 

The contents of the 

RESET reset 

Des 

lOB 

C copied to the scratch 

A is to the scratch 

lOC 

C is to the scratch 

6 

The Reset Bus Command is issued with all 
local reset. The reset function will 

See the Hardware for more information. 

-
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RSTK=C - Push C to Return Stack 

8 

Push the low-order 5 nibbles (A field) of the C 
Return Stack. The C register remains 
mnemonic. 

RTI - Return from 

OF 
cycles: 9 

onto the 
See the GOSUB 

Return and re-enable the See the RTN mnemonic, 
and also the 

RTN - Return 

01 
9 

control to the address on the hardware 

stack, 

address on the hardware return stack is 
in the program counter PC. As the address is 
a zero address is inserted at the bottom of the 

Therefore the hardware return stack 
and if more pops (returns) than 
zeros will be read off the stack. 

return stack. 
off and 
off the 

stack. 

8 addresses, 

address 0 results in a memory reset, since 
the resides at address O. 

memory reset code 
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RTNC -Return on carry 

Return if 

RTNCC 

cycles: 10 
3 

is set. See RTN mnemonic. 

Return, clear carry 

9 

Return and clear See RTN mnemonic. 

RTNNC 

Return if 

RTNSC 

Return on no carry 

10 
3 

is not set. See RTN mnemonic. 

- Return, set carry 

02 
9 

Return and set See RTN mnemonic. 



RTNSXM 
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- Return, set External Module Miss 

00 
9 

ion 

bit 

Return and set the External Module Miss bit 
is zero, this mnemonic is executed on 

non-existent memory device. See the Hardware 
for more information. See also the RTN mnemonic. 

RTNYES Return if Test is True 

00 
included in the 
mnemonic 

) 

Since the 
a 

time. 

RTNYES is a mnemonic to spec of a CPU test RTNYES 
must follow a test mnemonic. If the test condition is met. 

is set and a return is executed. If the test condition is 
not met. control passes to the instruction the RTNYES. 

with the RTN and GOYES mnemonics. 

SB=O Clear Bit (SB) 

3 

Clear the St Bit (SB). See CLRHST mnemonic. 
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SETDEC - Set decimal 

3 

Set CPU arithmetic mode to decimal. 

SETHEX - Set hexadecimal mode 

Set CPU 

SHUTDN 

least s 
bitO=O) 
and the 

will be 
ificat 

3 

ic mode to hexadecimal. 

Shutdown 

5 

executed the CPU the Shutdown Bus 
command with the 
to 0 (i. e., if 

cold start -- the PC is set to 0 
action is to insure that the ON 

clock. Is 
of the 

cause a 
is not halted. This 
able to wake up the 

for more information. 
CPU. See the Hardware 

SR=O - Clear Service bit (SR) 

3 

Clear the Service bit ). See the CLRHST mnemonic. 
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Service 

7 

sets the Service bit) if any on the 
service. When it is executed, a Service 

Bus Command is issued on the system bus to all 
If any a bus line 

will the strobe the Service 
Bus Command. This value of the bus will be latched into 

the least s nibble of the C ster. The 
determines the device accord to the 

table. 

Device 

3 Unused 
2 Card Reader 
1 HP-IL 
o Driver (timer) 

If any bus line is ,the Service 
See the Hardware 
also the and SR=O mnemonics. 

ST=O n - Clear Status bit n 

Clear the Status selected 

ST=l n - Set Status bit n 

Set the Status bit selected 

n. 

n. 

bit (SR) will be set. 
more information. See 
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ST=C C to Status 

the low-order 12 bits of the C 

OA 
6 

low-order 12 bits of the Status ster. 

UNCNFG 

12 

ion 

Load the low-order 5 nibbles field) of the C 
data address ter 
addressed the C ster 

ificat for more information. 

XM=O - Clear External rfodule Miss bit 

3 

field) into the 

into the 
with the device 

Hardware 

Clear the External Module Miss bit ) . This hardware status 
bit is set the RTNSXM mnemonic. See the CLRHST mnemonic. 
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+-- -+ ---- --- --- ---+ 

DISPLAY DRIVER CHIP CHAPTER 5 

+----------- --- --- --- ------- --------+----- -- ---+ 

contains 
is des to 

driver 
the 1LF2 CPU and future 

processors that 
is divided into 

on the HP- The driver 

The 

1) 

2) 1K 

3) A 

4} A 

Pin Des 

mult 

driver 

nibbles of RAM. 

bit, 

low indicator. 

ions 

controlled timer. 

driver 
multi 

driver's external are as follows: 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

VDD Power 

GND 

BUS[0:31 bus. 

OD OUTPUT DISABLE When the bus is tristated; 
low an internal resistor. 

CB(O,l} CONFIGURATION BITs - 2 bits used for address 

clock; dr l'1ASTER. 

5-1 
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ON - Driven MASTER; active low. 

VREF LCD reference; driven MASTER. 

C[l: LCD column drivers. 

R[1:8] 8 LCD row drivers on MASTER; 8 LCD column 
dr on SLAVE. 

OSC ,B} 2 used for z connect 

5.2 Bus Commands 

The a 
request 

hard 
the bus 

with service 
commands listed in 

section 2.1. 2 with the ions: 

1 ID Same as Nap 

8 CONFIGURE Same as NOP 

9 UNCONFIGURE Same as NOP 

A POLL If the timer has timed out (MSB=1) BUSO is 
the next low (see 

C BUSCC Same as Nap 

E SHUTDOWN If the timer has timed out or times out 
shutdown, is low to 

wake up the CPU (see section 2.4). 

F RESET Same as NOP 

5.3 Address 

10 bits of address space, The 1K 
10 bits of 
the RAM 
specified 

address. The most s 8 bits of 
hard The other 2 bits are 

The RAM and timer are 8 
bits of address space, 
The most s 10 bits of the are 

5-2 
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hard and the other 2 bits are CBO and CBl. 

The address space is 
space contains no memory 

as shown below in hex. The reserved 
and cannot be used elsewhere in the 

5.4 Interface 

The driver ch function in one of 2 
SLAVE. The MAS'rER has both CBl and CBO tied 
It drives the t s the control s 
LCD reference VREF. The IMSTER' s 
8 rows of the LCD and it's C[;] drive 
on the of the The SLAVE 

CBO tied 

MASTER or 
PC board. 
, and the 
drive the 

LCD columns 

low and it's 
the center of 

SLAVEl has 
and C [1: ] 

SLAVE2 has 
drive the LCD columns in 

h and it' :8] C[l: 
on the left 

Each dot of the LCD has a 
If that bit is a 1 and the 
will be on. 

cno tied low and CBl tied 
] drive the LCD columns 

bit in RAM. 
dot 
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nibbles of the 
driver data used to 

data 
at the 

MASTER's di RAM are allocated to 
control the row driver waveforms. 

loaded the 
of the MASTER. 

Hex data (low addressed nibble first) 

If the above data has been loaded, the least s 
bit of the low addressed nibble of the RAM will 

row 
The 

to the upper-left dot of the d ; the next bit of that nibble 
will be to below that dotj and dot addresses will 
continue to increase down and to the 

The data shown is 
POKE 

defines the rows in reverse 
characters (and annunciators) be 

For 
This 

order and will result in 
upside-down. This 

can be fixed be either the or an INIT: 1. 

5.5 Contrast Control Nibble 

A contrast control nibble address of the 
MASTER. This nibble 

is located at 
the LCD drive VREF and thus 

can be used to control the contrast of the di The h the 
value of the contrast control nibble the darker the dots appear. 
This nibble can be both read and written and has no effect if the 

is as a SLAVE. 

5.6 Control Nibble 

A di -timer control nibble is located at address 2EnFF of 
both MASTER and SLAVE ch The bits of this control are 
defined as follows. Note that some bits have different 
for read and write. 

BITO 

BIT1 

BIT2 

READ & WRITE DISPLAY ON; MASTER 1=on. 

READ & WRITE DISPLAY BLINK; MASTER 
if BITO is set. 

; 1=blink 

READ 

WRI'I'E 

VERY LOW BATTERY INDICATOR; MASTER 
1=very low. 
DISPLAY TEST; WARNING !I! DO NOT SET THIS BIT 
ON MASTER, IT MAY FORCE DISPLAY OUT OF SYNC. 
MASTER ; When set is 
with for test ), 
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5.7 RAM 

The 
memory 

5.8 Timer 

READ 
WRITE 

The timer is 
addresses 

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR; MASTER 
TIMER ENABLE; l=enable. 

of bits of static hard 
nibbles. 

l=low. 

iteable counter located at 
decremented times per 
s is derived from the 

oscillator and is also used to 
MAs'rER a Hz 

and OSCB. 

IMPORTANT: Because the timer decrement is with the 
t bus, it is possible that a decrement will occur 
between the or writ of nibbles to the timer. This can 
cause erroneous values to be read from or written to the timer. It 
can be avoided the timer twice within second and 

that both values are the same. If the values are not the 
read the timer a third time. To write the timer, 

the least s nibble until it decrements, 
then immed write the timer value. 

If the timer's most s bit is a 
control nibble the 
BUS[O] low and it 

low. After 

1 and it is enabled 
of the 

serv:i.ce POLL 
will to a 

will wake up the CPU 
the CPU the ch 

will not wake either the MSB of the timer or 
of the control nibble has been cleared and set 

The HP- uses the timers to the real 
time clock information on the see the 

software IDS, Volume 1. 

5.9 Low 

The 10',4' 

and very 
from BIT2 and 
valid on the 

Indicator 

indicator senses 2 pm-ler levels: low 
low 

of the 
MASTER. 

The 2 bits LBI and VLBI are read 
-timer control nibble and are 

After each read of the control nibble a 

5 



HP-

new 
lOCus. 

Hardware IDS -

of the 
After the 

If the control 
the old low 

vo 
is 

Des 

nibble is read 
values are 

ion 

This 
LBI and VLBI bits are 
before the is 

read and a new 

The HP- the LBI bit once each minute. 
If it is true, the BAT annunciator will be lit. The 

the VLBI bit. 
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+ ------------------------------ ------------+------------------+ 
ROM CHIP CHAPTER 6 

+-- ------------------------- ----------------+------------------+ 

The ROM is des to 
on the 

the ILF2 CPU and future 
bus. The ROM core consists 

four-bit nibbles. 
processors that 
of bits of memory as 

6.1 Pin Des 

'l'he pins of the 

PIN 

VDD 

GND 

BUS[O:31 

OD 

DIN 

DOUT 

In the 

hardware, at 
h , all 4 

6.2 Bus Commands 

The 
service 

ions 

ROM are as follows: 

FUNCTION 

Power 

Ground. 

bus. 

OUTPUT DISABLE when driven 
states the BUS[O:3]; OD is pass 
on- an internal resister. 

chain 

chain 

the OD of the 4 
is available at PORTI, and 
the HP-IL 

ROMs are 
with 
the OD 

are effect removed from the bus. 

tri
low 

tied 

line 

either hard or soft 
The ROM 

and has no 
to the bus commands 

6-1 
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described in section 2.1.2 with the ions: 

1 ID If hard : same as Nap. 

4 PC WRITE The ROM increments its local program counter 
once each data strobe. No write is 

5 DP WRITE The ROM increments its once 
each data strobe. No write is 

8 CONFIGURE If hard same as Nap. 

9 UNCONFIGURE If hard same as Nap. 

A POLL Same as Nap. 

C BUSCC Same as Nap. 

E SHUTDOWN Same as Nap. 

F RESET If hard same as Nap. 

The ROM's ID code is hard soft ) . 
, the ID code will be for one ROM of a 
ROM set, or for an individual ROM or the last ROM of 

ROM set. 

6.3 Address 

The nibbles of ROM bits of address space, 
5 bits of 
upper 5 
stored in 
set. The 

The is selected when the 

The ROM 
(see 

bits of the 
are 

a.ddress. 

is active} match the 5 bits 

is manufactured in both 
section 2.2). In the hard 

its ion is 
to address its memory. 

ion 
tha ROM to a fixed 

system is stored in 4 mainframe ROMs 
as follows: 

ROMO 

00000 

2 

ROMl 

000 
OFFFF 

ROM2 

10000 
lFFFF 
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Some in ROMs are soft In the soft 
, the ion ster latchs the ion address 

under software control as described in section 2.2.1. 

6 4 
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+--------- ---------------- ------------+------- --------+ 

RAM CHIP CHAPTER 7 

+---------- ---------------------------------+--- --------+ 

The 

7.1 

RAM is des 
that 

Pin Des ions 

the 1LF2 CPU and future 
The RAM core consists of 

four-bit nibbles. 

of the RAM are identical to the of the 
(see section 

IO f tied 
the most 
nibble of 

7.2 Bus Commands 

section 

A POLL 

C BUSCC 

RAM is soft 
It 

Same as 

Same as 

E SHUTDOWN Same as 

The RAM IO code 
and if the IO 
on the last of 

7.3 Address 

6.1 with the addition: 

on the 
ficant bit 

5-nibble ID 

Nap. 

Nap. 

Nap. 

n=Q 

PC board 
of the most s 

code will be set to a 1. 

and has no service 
commands as described in 

ions! 

if the ID is tied low 
The ID is tied 

The 2K nibbles of RAM 11 bits of address space, 
9 bits of ion address. 'fhe is selected when the 
upper 9 bits of the PC or OP is active) match the 9 bits 
stored in its ion and its conf is 
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set. 
memory. 
been 
would 

then the remain 
address 

start at 

RAMO RAM1 

2 

11 bits to address 

RAM 2 

RAM 
the 

its 
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+-- ------ ------------------------------------+-------------- -- + 

SYSTEM DIAGRAMS CHAPTER 8 

+----- ------------+------------- --+ 

KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 

OISP. TIMING & 

CPU 

HP-71 SYSTEM BUS 

PORT 0 

F Block 

8-1 

CARDREADER 
PORT (lS) 

PLUG-IN 

1.2. 4 
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Table As Parts 

, RI 
FIGURE 

1 

, 2 
C6, 2 

, C10 2 
C11,C14 , 2 

L1 , 1 , 1 
, 1 , 10K, 5%, 11 2 
Y1 , quartz 1 

Table 8-2. I Parts 

DESCRI 

C1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 

01 1 
1 

, O. 1 
K-ohms, 2 

1 

8-2 
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U8 
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RAM 
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~~.~"'U~ 
;; 

PORT 2 PORT 3 PORT 

NOTE 1: HPIL PORT AND PORT 3 HAVE A PAD fOR 00, BUT 
NORMAL MODULES WILL NOT CONTACT IT . 

NOTE 2. ALL INTERCONNECTIONS ARE DRAWN IN ORDER. 

4 

~ ... , . 

HP-IL 
lPULL 'INT TO GNO I 
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Figure 6-5 . I / O pen 5 1" 
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Hardware IDS Detailed Des 

+ -- ----------- -+ 

SYSTEM ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION CHAPTER 9 

+-- -+ -- ------------+ 

IC ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS: 

Vdd Vss + 7. 

Maximum at any or Vdd + O. 

at any or Vss - o. 

Free-Air OC to 

to 

o to RH 

TEST CONDITIONS: Test conditions are such that the 

different 
noted. 

SYM PARAMETER MIN 

Vss Ground 0.0 

Vdd 4. 

Idd 
current 

Iddls Idd 
s current 

Iddds Idd 
s current 

TYP 

0.0 

9-1 

for Vdd :: 
OC to 

or is 

MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

0.0 V 

6.5 V 

.0 rnA 

0·5 rnA on, 
CPU shutdown. 

uA off 
CPU shutdown. 
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SYM PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

POWER SUPPLY 

Vac 9·0 .0 V See Note 1. 

5.6 6·5 VDC 

Iac AC 30 mADC Over mainframe 
current drain 

Vbat 4. 6.0 VDC 
at Vdd 

Ibat current 100 mADC Over mainframe 
drain s. 

BUS PARAMETERS 

Vih Vdd- . V 

Vi! Vss+. V 
level '0' 

Voh Vdd-.5 V 
level '1 ' 

Vol Vss+.5 V 
level '0' 

Cout capacitance drive 

BUSO See Notes 2 & 3. 

See Notes 2 & 3. 

DIN 10 With no 
See Note 

DIN With :::: 

See Note 4. 

2 
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SYM PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

Ioh level source current 

1.0 mADC See Note 3. 

1.0 mADC See Note 3. 

DIN 100 uADC 

101 Low level sink current 

BUSO 1.0 mADC See Note 3. 

1.0 mADC See Note 3. 

DIN 2 uADC 

Cin 

See Note 2. 

See Note 2 

*INT 1200 

HALT 

OD .012 uF 

Iih level current 

BUS 0 uADC Internal 

0.0 uADC Internal 

0.0 uADC Interns,l 

*INT 0.0 uADC 10K 

\.lADC Internal 

HALT 1.0 mADC 10K 

OD uADC Internal 
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SYM PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

Iil Low level current 

BUSO 0.0 uADC Internal 

uADC Internal 

uADC Internal 

1.0 mADC 10K 

0.0 uADC Internal 

HALT 0.0 uADC 10K 

OD 0.0 uADC Internal 

BUS TIMING PARAMETERS 

TO 1.0 us Current HP-
time 

, future 
low 0.5 us will run 

at up to lMHz. 
0·5 us 

Tdwc Data-in 200 ns Command 
valid to 

Tdwd Data-in 100 ns Write 
valid to 

h 

Tdh h 100 ns 
to data-in 
invalid 

Tacc low 200 ns BUS 
to data-out low 
valid 

Toh h 20 100 ns 
to data-out 
tristated 

4 
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SYM PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

Tel low to ns 
low 

Te2 to ns 

to 100 ns 

Tr Rise time 

100 nS 

100 nS 

BUSO-3 100 nS 

Tf Fall time 

100 nS 

100 nS 

BUSO 100 nS 

9 5 
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DRIVEN BY CPU 

DRIVEN BY OTHER 
SYSTEI4 Ie 

CPU 
PRE CHARGE 

DRIVEN BY CPU 
DR OTHER 
CONTROLLING DEVICE 

F 

ion 

Bus Relat 

6 
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SYM PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT COMMENTS 

Fclk Hz + PPM 
Real time base. 

LOW BATTERY INDICATION 

Vlbi Low 4.3 4·5 V Low bit 
point when Vdd < 

VlbL 

Vdta Vlbi - .12 V 
low 

point 
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NOTES : 

1) The values 
that may be 

This 
or a DC 

for Vac limit 
between the 

may be either an 
If a less than 9.0V is 

the unit's batteries may be dis 
minimum value for Vac (9. can be reduced to 7. 
the batteries are removed from the unit. 

2) The values specified under Cout and Cin for 
and allow for 

modules. This can be broken down as: 

a) RAM or ROM modules x 4 
b) HP-IL module 
c) Card reader module 

A with no in modules could drive 
more than specified and would load these lines 
less than specified. 

This 
if 

3 Reduce capacitance drive 
of loh and 101 level 

source and low level sink current 1 required 
of BUS 0 Under no condition 
should the minimum current specified for 
loh and 101 be exceeded. 

4) The DIN lines of the I are driven the CPU 
) . The OR lines are also used to 

and therefore excessive 
of a DIN 

The maximum of a DIN 
line may increased to resistor, 

, of Kohm (+ ) is tied DIN to 
For most of the time when the is turned on all 
lines of the OR are and thus will draw 
current. ~nen the HP- is shut off the 
system sets ORO and all other OR lines low. ORO 
drives the DIN line of Port 1. 

9 
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